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This thesis records data on the development of The Park

Boulevard Players, Plano, Texas, as an innovative school

district theatre arts program. Data is organized to

illustrate program growth based on educational and perform-

ance needs of involved students and community citizens. It

proves that high school students are capable of producing

summer entertainment worthy of community viewing. Being

original in form and content, this thesis should serve as

a resourceful guide for similar programs.

The thesis contains five chapters arranged in chrono-

logical order. After Chapter I, Introduction, three chapters

span three separate company seasons: June, 1978; June,

1979; June, 1981. The final chapter summarizes the program

and presents evaluations and conclusions.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Establishing a summer repertory company for high school

students within a public independent school system was an

innovative prospect in educational and professional theatre.

It was a prospect that had been integrated into the theatre

arts program at the Plano Independent School District,

Plano, Texas, beginning in June, 1978. Based on educational,

artistic, and performance needs and desires of both students

within the Plano School District and citizens within the

Plano community, this summer repertory company grew

annually, becoming an established school and community

endeavor.

The summer repertory company was the idea of its

founding director and thesis author, who was employed as

chair of the Plano Senior High School theatre arts depart-

ment. After professional summer stock experiences, he noted

vast educational opportunities in performance and other

theatre-related areas. These gave rise to aspirations of

providing similar opportunities for young high school

artists. It was felt that, given more inclusive training

at an earlier age, high school students would be able to

enrich their theatre knowledge and talents. In addition,
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they would develop greater awareness of theatre arts related

skills, including the areas of theatre management, per-

formance, and technical theatre.

This prospect was brought before Plano Senior High

School Principal Barney New on and Assistant Principal

Sherman Millender in November, 1977. After receiving

positive support, the concept was presented to Dr. H. Wayne

Hendrick, Superintendent of Schools, again winning favor.

At this time, a formal proposal was written and submitted

to the Plano Independent School District Board of Trustees

(See Appendix A). On February 21, 1978, with unanimous

board approval, announcement of The Park Boulevard Players

was made as being an officially integrated structure within

the Plano Independent School District theatre arts program.

The Park Boulevard Players served two purposes. It

provided a professionally oriented training program of

concentration in theatre arts, including performance, manage-

ment, and technical theatre practices for high school

students; and it established a professionally oriented

community theatre ensemble providing quality summer enter-

tainment for the entire Plano community.

Fundamental to the development of this company were the

beliefs that talented and tenacious high school students,

although lacking the obvious maturity possessed by those

older and more experienced, were capable of working within

a professional theatre environment and creating stage-worthy
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theatre productions. Focusing on their imitative, emulative,

and imaginative skills and talents, these students, ranging

in age from fifteen to eighteen years, were both eager and

capable of producing whatever results were required and

expected, provided thorough and appropriate instruction,

direction, and guidance were given them.

Purpose

The purpose of this thesis will be to record data based

on the progressive development of The Park Boulevard Players

as an innovative Plano Independent School District theatre

arts program. This data will be organized to illustrate the

positive growth of the implemented program based on educa-

tional and performance needs of high school students and

Plano community citizens. It will prove that when given the

opportunity, high school students are capable of producing

summer theatrical entertainment worthy of community

audience viewing. In addition, it is intended that this

thesis will serve as a resourceful guide for other similar

educational theatre and/or theatre-related programs.

Methodology

Attempts to discover high school theatre endeavors

similar to The Park Boulevard Players have produced few

positive results. An Eric search in June, 1983, at the

University of Texas at Austin revealed no documentation of
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similar programming on a high school level (6). Other

researched sources include: (1) The Lively Arts Information

Directory at the Dallas Public Library (main branch) in

Dallas, Texas; (2) The Humanities Index at the Dallas Public

Library (main branch) in Dallas, Texas; (3) Dramatists

Index at the Dallas Public Library (main branch) in Dallas,

Texas; (4) The Reader's Guide to Periodical Literature at

the Gladys Harrington Library in Plano, Texas; (5) corres-

pondence with the Goodman Theatre in Chicago, Illinois;

(6) correspondence with the Magnet Arts High School in New

Orleans, Louisiana. According to University of Texas

professor of educational theatre Ruth Denny, "I think

Plano's one of the few places in the nation where students

get that kind of training [summer repertory) . . . it may

be the only one" (4). Therefore, on the basis of the above

search, this thesis will be treated as original in form and

content. It will rely on additional sources for supplemen-

tary and definitive support with the predominant body of

information found in newspaper articles and company records.

The thesis will contain five chapters arranged in

chronological order. Chapter I will include the conception

and development of The Park Boulevard Players. Chapters II,

III, and IV will span three separate company seasons within

a four year period. These will include June, 1978; June,

1979, and June, 1981. It should be noted that due to

conflicts with the director's 1980 summer schedule, no
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season was offered during June, 1980. The final chapter,

Chapter V, will summarize the program, including evalua-

tions and conclusions.

Definitions

The Park Boulevard Players was referred to as a

"repertory company." According to the acting text Acting

in Person and Style, a repertory company "performs a number

of plays daily, weekly, or monthly rather than a single

play for an extended run" (1, p. 372). However, The Park

Boulevard Players typically ran each of its seasonal

productions in succession. The term "repertory" was applied

out of traditional summer theatre practice, insuring greater

community awareness and acceptance, and not because it was a

repertory company in the pure sense.

The summer repertory company was named The Park

Boulevard Players for two reasons. First, the name "Park

Boulevard" was taken from Park Boulevard Street which is the

immediate access to the theatre that houses the company.

Second, the name "players" is a traditional theatre name

often given to performing companies.

Viewed as an educational experience, The Park Boulevard

Players company members, with the exception of the profes-

sional staff, received no pay. The company was purely an

organized amateur community theatre group. Yet the terms

"professional" and "professionally oriented" are frequently
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used in conjunction with the company. To begin with, the

company was based on the educational premise that interested

and talented high school students should be provided oppor-

tunities of exploring all facets of vocational theatre.

The word "professional" was meant to imply the existence of

such an environment. It was also meant to lend a degree of

credibility to the high school company as a public relations

tool for the viewing community. This was a matter of word

choice based on public opinion. As stated by theatre

actress, educator, and author Uta Hagen, "the word 'amateur'

in its origin was a lover or someone pursuing something for

love. Now it is synonomous with a dilettante, an unskilled

performer, or someone pursuing a hobby or pastime" (7,

p. 7).

The words "theatre arts" are used throughout the thesis.

This is a collective term encompassing the entire scope of

theatre production and theatre arts related activities. It

is inclusive of performance, management, and technical

theatre practices.

Background Study of the Plano Community

The Plano community was one of the most rapidly grow-

ing suburban communities in the Southwest (3, p. I-1).

Located eighteen miles north of Dallas, it experienced a

net gain of over 150 families per month during 1982 alone

(3, p. I--l). The population gain between 1970 and 1980
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represented a greater increase than that represented by

any other period since its founding in 1840. Numbers rose

from 17,000 in 1970 to 72,000 in 1980, with continued

growth (10, p. 18). The following table illustrates this

rapid growth.

TABLE I

POPULATION GROWTH FROM 1900 TO 1980
FOR THE CITY OF PLANO*

Year Number Change Percent of
Change

1900 1,304 480---
1910 1, 258 -46 -3,.5
1920 1,715 457 36.3
1930 1,554 -161 -9.4
1940 1,582 28 1.8
1950 2,126 544 34.4
1960 3,695 1,569 73.8
1970 17,872 14,177 383.7
1980 72,872 54,459 304.7

*(10, p. 18)

This growth was a direct result of the easy accessi-

bility from Plano to the Dallas business centers via U.S.

Highway 75 at a time when many families were being trans-

ferred into the area as a result of a relocating job market.

U.S. Highway 75 runs due north from Dallas through Richard-

son, a similar but already mature community, and extends

itself through the center of Plano, dividing the city

-WTTI-K - -gfflwm r, 0 Im. m'. i., I . .1
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equally. Thus, travel to major work and shopping areas

within the Dallas metroplex was more conveniently attain-

able.

Another contributing factor in the sizable growth of

the City of Plano was its image as a "quiet, peaceful, safe,

and affluent" community (2, p. 5). According to Texas

Monthly Magazine, it was a community comprised of people

"who are moving up," people who were seeking "good housing

in good neighborhoods, good schools, and access to good

shopping" (2, p. 5). It was a predominantly young, affluent,

white-collar community made up of nice homes and tastes

(2, p. 5). Of this expanding community population, the

median household income was $25,000, the average head of the

household was thirty-five years of age, and ninety percent

of the households had children (2, p. 5).

Plano citizens were interested in bringing cultural

activities into their community. A number of active groups

and organizations were engaged in cultural awareness pro-

grams for the entire family. These included "fine arts,

crafts, art fairs, carnivals, preservation auctions, crafts

exhibits, ballet, and performances by the Dallas Symphony"

(5, p. 56). Such interest had also brought about the

development of the Plano Cultural Arts Council in 1981

which served as an umbrella organization, granting financial

and public relations supplementation to arts organizations,

one of which was The Park Boulevard Players (13).
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The population growth resulted in rapidly increasing

public school attendance, jumping from 5,000 students in

1970 to over 22,000 students in 1979 as is illustrated in

the following table.

TABLE II

GROWTH IN PUBLIC SCHOOL ATTENDANCE
FROM 1970 to 1979*

Year Enrollment

1970 5,490
1971 6,518
1972 7,780
1973 9,528
1974 11,997
1975 13,605
1976 15,213
1977 17,248
1978 20,969
1979 22, 319

*(10, p. 21)

The school district responded to this growth by building "a

system ranked among the best in the state," according to

the Dallas Times Herald (3, p. I-1). As of August, 1980,

the district maintained and operated eighteen elementary

schools (grades K-5), six middle schools (grades 6-8), three

high schools (grades 9 and 10), and one senior high (grades

11 and 12) (5, p. 7).

It was stated in the 1981 Comprehensive Plan for

the City of Plano, Texas, that "the school should become an
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integral part of the residential area in which it is

located" (10, p. 103). Public invitations were often

extended to attend school sponsored activities and programs,

and school facilities were often made available for community

use. Thus, community and school rapport was encouraged,

resulting in a supportive relationship.

Justification of the Summer Company

The implementation of a program such as The Park

Boulevard Players was possible in a school system which

recognized the value of artistic productions for partici-

pating students as well as the limitless learning

possibilities that such experiences provided. Such a

program provided an environment in which students might

learn life skills, such as leadership, social acceptance,

and appreciation of others. As Dr. Dina Reese Evans,

theatre educator, wrote in an article entitled "Materials,

Methods, and Special Projects for a Course Study in Dramatic

Arts in the Secondary Schools":

If, through participation in the production of
a play (as actor, artist, builder, or musician), an
adolescent experiences aesthetic proportion,
integration of personality is materially advanced.
The truer the aesthetic experience, the deeper the
educational effect. If this approach is sound, the
educational theatre and the course in dramatic arts
are not to be judged by the popularity of the play
with the high school audience, nor by the box-office
receipts. Rather they are to be judged by the
measure and value of their contribution to the
intellectual and emotional life of the pupils
participating as evidenced by increased maturity,
judgment, poise, understanding, independence, and
leadership (12, p. 1).
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As further stated by Dr. Loren Winship, past Chairman of the

Department of Drama, University of Texas:

Educational theatre is a creative segment of academic
life which becomes more than an extracurricular
activity, more than a medium of entertainment, more
than the mere production of a class play, more than a
minor phase of some integrated or combination program.
--Educational theatre is a creative, practical activity.
-- Educational theatre is a creative, democratic

activity.
-- Educational theatre is a creative, culturally
enriching activity.

--Educational theatre is a creative activity which has
personal and therapeutic values.

--Educational theatre is a creative activity which has
definite vocational and professional possibilities
(12, p. 1).

Dr. Winship pointed out the fact that educational theatre

training does have vocational possibilities and responsibil-

ities. The American Theatre Association Task Force on

Performing Arts Careers/Education suggests that "indeed,

preparation for entering the world of work is becoming

recognized as one of the important goals of education at

all levels" (14, p. 1). This goal was addressed in the

philosophical structure of The Park Boulevard Players. The

company not only taught vocational skills to the involved

students, but it provided them with professionally oriented

vocational theatre exposure. The company afforded students

opportunities of exploring and experiencing theatre career

options, including performance, technical, and management

related areas.

According to the study made by The American Theatre

Association Task Force, three steps must be taken that will
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lend a higher degree of success in developing such a program.

First, students must be made aware of the amount of vigorous

training necessary to become successful in a professional

theatre arts career. Second, students must acquire respect

for the career of the performing artist in relation to the

total curriculum of the school. Third, it is necessary

that identification of students, especially talented, occur

in the early stages of development so that they may be

provided with needed additional artistic experiences (14,

pp. 34-35).

Regardless of whether the theatre arts program is

preparing a student for a vocational career in professional

theatre or simply providing him a worthwhile educationally

artistic experience, it is a viable implementation into the

overall success of a curriculum. Theatre designer, direc-

tor, and producer Robert Edmond Jones summed it up by

stating, "The theatre is a school. We shall never have done

with studying and learning" (9, p. 23). It is a never-

ending study that may span an entire lifetime should one

choose to do so.

Philosophy of the Summer Company

The development of an innovative theatre arts program

within a public school district was a complicated task. It

was a task that must be rooted in firmly established

philosophical origins to which it must remain true through
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completion of the program's objectives. It was a task that

must ultimately meet the multilevel needs of students within

the program, both individually and collectively. It was a

task requiring guidance, leadership, and vision as well as

recognition of value by students, faculty, administration,

and community. It was a task dependent upon numerous

continually changing variables that must be constantly and

consistently dealt with. Finally, it was a task culminating

from all the above mentioned together with careful adherence

to administrative policies and the successful channeling of

creative energies.

Such a balance had been achieved in the Plano

Independent School District resulting in a complete curri-

culum guide for a district-wide theatre arts program

approved and adopted by its Board of Trustees in September,

1977 (.8). The adoption of this guide ensured theatre arts

as a viable and credited course of study within the overall

curriculum of the school district.

The philosophy upon which the inclusive theatre arts

program was built is stated in the guide:

The Philosophy of Theatre Arts (drama) education
in the Plano Public Schools is to expose students at

the middle school, high school, and senior high school
levels to sound theatrical experiences in order to

promote an appreciation and understanding of theatre

as a performing art. These experiences will provide
students with a foundation for intellectual and
personal growth as well as the development of talent,
craft, and technical expertise based on a, continuum

of learning from grades 6-12.
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The theatre arts curriculum is designed to
integrate classroom instruction and in-class per-
formance activities into theatrical productions at
all levels presented for school and community
audiences, thus promoting a high standard of artistic
achievement.

The program will concern itself with the
development of the individual student, stressing
positive self-concept, self-discipline, and good
citizenship, formulating a basis for critical
judgment and self-analysis. It will also emphasize
the nurturing of the student's talent and develop-
ment of his theatrical craft (8, p. 19).

In setting forth the philosophy and justification of

theatre arts in a continuum of learning, this guide

encouraged a "unified, professionally oriented and progres-

sive theatre arts program" (8, p. i). It established

theatre arts as a firmly instituted program in areas of

program philosophies, program objectives, and program

directives. At the same time it allowed both teachers and

students freedom of creating, exploring, and developing

improved and more successful means of innovative programming

as needs arose.

It was this program structure outlined in the guide

from which the conception, germination, and development of

The Park Boulevard Players grew. While providing oppor-

tunities for Plano community high school students to work,

learn, and enjoy while participating in a professionally

oriented summer theatre ensemble, the players were also

responsible for entertaining Plano community audiences. The

company served as an extension of the already existing

.
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program as it is firmly established upon principles set

forth in the theatre arts curriculum.

The curriculum guide was explicit in outlining program

philosophies and program objectives specifically for middle,

high school, and senior high school levels of learning and

accomplishment. Each advanced level retained those objec-

tives established for younger students while adding more

advanced objectives for more mature students, so that the

senior high level objectives were inclusive of the entire

program. These objectives were.

1. To nuture within the student a positive self-
concept;

2. To increase the student's understanding of

inhibitions and how they may be overcome;

3. To promote and reinforce the importance of the
student's responsibility, self-discipline, and
good citizenship on both an individual and ensemble
basis;

4. To enhance the student's creativity, imagination,
and expression through dramatic outlets;

5. To develop the student's skills of observation,
perception, and sensory awareness through character
development and role playing;

6. To enhance the student's listening and concentra-
tion skills in relation to performance activities;

7. To aid the student in a concentrated development

of the voice and body as the two basic tools of
the actor;

8. To provide the student with a working knowledge of
basic acting terminology and various acting tech-
niques resulting in the establishment of a
personalized method of character development;
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9. To provide the student with a working knowledge of
all aspects of technical theatre;

10. To provide the student with a general knowledge of
theatre history concentrating on its relevance to
the theatre of today;

11. To provide the student with a basis for critical
analysis of drama as literature;

12. To provide the student a foundation whereby he may
objectively formulate critical judgment and self-
analysis;

13. To develop the student's appreciation of cultural
arts as a medium of entertainment and expression;

14. To reinforce other areas of the student's academic
achievement through interdisciplinary study;

15. To provide the student opportunities to work with
laboratory and major productions for school and
community audiences in order to apply gained
knowledge in specific areas of theatre;

16. To provide the student with a firm theatrical
foundation adequate to sustain him in any theatri-
cal environment, including college and professional
(8, p. 19).

Implementation of The Park Boulevard Players into the 1978

program provided an opportunity of consolidating all of

these objectives collectively under .one umbrella theatre

structure responsible for servicing all high school students

within the district.

Being a summer activity, The Park Boulevard Players

offered students opportunities of total commitment to a

program. It relieved them of academic stresses and concerns

they encountered during the regular school year and allowed

them a concentrated period of time to explore theatre arts

activities. According to the initial program proposal,
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these activities included "all phases of good theatre

discipline and practice including acting, movement, and

voice, as well as technical aspects of theatre" (11, p. 1).

This aided students in realizing the total scope of theatre

arts related activities and discovering personal strengths,

potentials, weaknesses, and limitations.

The Park Boulevard Players was a "result oriented"

production company. It was accountable for producing three

stage shows worthy of attracting and entertaining Plano

community audiences, since fiscal accountability was

directly dependent upon box office support. Therefore, high

standards of production were required in order to ensure

program longevity.

Facility for the Summer Company

Necessary to the establishment of .a professionally

oriented high school theatre program was the acquisition of

an appropriate physical space suitable for housing such a

project. This space must accommodate production rehearsals,

technical theatre practices, managerial duties, and public

performances. It must be a space well-organized, easily

supervised, and conducive to creating both an educational

and professional environment. Since this space would house

the entire summer repertory experience, it must meet all

needs required by the objectives and directives of the

project as they apply to its organization.
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In August, 1979, the Plano Independent School District

opened a new, ultra-modern senior high campus on the city's

young and rapidly expanding west side. This facility,

built by the architectural firm of Jarvis, Putty, and Jarvis,

was designed to offer students areas of specialization and

concentration in academic programs, vocational programs,

and fine arts programs. As a support to such a philosophy,

each program was housed within a separate physical plant

designed and constructed to meet specifications fundamental

to each of the program's goals.

Resulting from this was the construction of a perform-

ing arts building that housed a dignified, yet comfortable,

six hundred and eighty seat proscenium theatre complete with

fly loft and rigging machinery, light and sound equipment,

and an orchestra pit. Also contained within this building

were a foyer for general public admission, a box office, a

scene shop, dressing areas, a green room, and rehearsal,

instructional, and office spaces. This facility, designed

in compliance with curriculum philosophies and objectives,

provided required and adequate space in which to develop the

operational procedures and standards of The Park Boulevard

Players.

Summer Company Membership

The collective body of individuals responsible for all

production-related processes was known as The Park Boulevard
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Players company. This company generally consisted of

approximately thirty-five members and was inclusive of staff.

Preceding the 1978 premiere season, many calls and

letters were received by the director concerning auditions

for company membership. College students, theatre arts

instructors within the Plano District, as well as other

adults in the community made inquiries concerning auditions.

After careful consideration by the director, approval was

given for all interested Plano community citizens to

audition. The primary reason for this was the belief that

a few mature individuals within the company would provide

examples for the high school students. It was also felt

that the experience, training, and seasoning of the company

would be enhanced by adult participation. However, this

addendum was granted with the understanding that The Park

Boulevard Players was to remain predominantly oriented

toward high school.

All company members were referred to as being "hired

into the company" after receiving letters of acceptance and

returning signed contracts to the director (See Appendix

F). Even though no members, except staff, received pay,

all members were treated in such a manner.

Company membership was based on personal application,

interview, and audition (See Appendix D). The selection

process was generally scheduled during the preceeding

March, thus providing the staff an ample amount of time
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for choosing shows and planning. Conferences were held

with parents of those members under eighteen years of

age to ensure a positive and thorough understanding by all

involved parties of company policies and guidelines (See

Appendix I).

No individuals were hired into the company in specific

"lines of business." Being educational in origin, a primary

objective was to provide training in all areas of theatre.

Thus, members were expected to participate actively in

rehearsals and performances, contribute to designing,

construction, and running crews, as well as involve them-

selves in public relations and box office management.

In casting the company, a sincere attempt was made to

select a cross-section of talented artists possessing

different areas of specialization. As author Edwin Wilson

stated in The Theatre Experience:

Theater is a remarkable convergence of human
and artistic endeavors. This is underscored by
the many elements that must come together to
produce a theatre event: the writing of a play and
the planning of a production . . . the designing
and building of scenery and costumes; the technical
coordination of light changes, scene shifts, and
the performers' activities (15, p. 295).

A company must have versatility among its artists' talents

and skills for the sake of successfully producing stage-

worthy shows for audience viewing. Productions must be

balanced in terms of all areas of performance. Furthermore,

such heterogeneous casting would afford members greater
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opportunities of sharing with others which heightens the

learning experiences involved.

The instruction, direction and guidance of the

company was the responsibility of the professional admin-

istrative production staff. This staff was comprised of

professionals hired to work within specialized areas,

guiding and instructing the young company members. This

staff was headed by the director and included a technical

director, a business manager, a costumiere, and a musical

director. Responsibilities of these were as follows.

(1) Director - The director would be in charge of all

staging and directing of all productions as well as all

company activities. He would oversee and act as consultant

for other staff members, remaining the overall company

director. It would be his responsibility to select the

company as well as the administrative production staff.

(2) Technical Director - The technical director would

work under the director, taking charge of all aspects of

technical theatre for all productions. These would include

design and construction of all stage sets, scenery, proper-

ties, lights, and sound. He would conduct classes on

general technical theatre procedures, use of machinery and

tools, and safety.

(3) Business Manager/Public Relations Director - The

business manager/public relations director would work under

the director as publicity agent, fund raiser, and head of
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all business affairs.. He would be in charge of the box

office and supervise theatre house management.

(4) Costumiere - The costumiere would work under the

director, designing and heading up the making of all

garments to be worn by the actors during the three produc-

tions.

(5) Musical Director - The musical director would

work under the director, teaching and directing all vocal/

choral arrangements. He would also secure musicians and

rehearse and conduct all instrumentalists.

Summer Company Schedule

The Park Boulevard Players was a summer repertory

company existing during the four weeks of June. The four

week duration period for the company was chosen for two

reasons. First, it would provide an adequate amount of

concentrated time in which to fulfill all company goals and

objectives. Second, it would provide involved student and

staff members remaining summer time for vacations.

Company members were hired into The Park Boulevard

Players to work approximately ten hours per day, seven days

per week. A typical company day, in terms of scheduling,

was as follows:

10:00 a.m. - First General Session - This was the first

full company meeting of the day. The director discussed the

day's objectives with the company and initiated activities
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to awaken and energize the group and ready them for the

day's work. This was a time for discussing rehearsal,

performance, and shop procedures, as well as any problems.

10:15 a.m. - First Activity Session - During this time

the company was divided into groups designated to one of the

following areas: (1) Scene Shop - The technical director

was in charge of all activities including design, construc-

tion, painting, sound, lights, and special effects; (2)

Costume Shop - The costumiere was in charge of all activities

including design, construction, purchasing, and fitting;

(3) Box Office - The business manager/public relations

director was in charge of all activities including reser-

vations, ticket sales, and assigned office duties; (4.)

Rehearsals - The director and/or the musical director was

in charge of all activities including character development,

choreography, music, technical, dress, and final.

12:00 a.m. - Release for Lunch Break - All company

members were released from each area at the same time.

Before they were released, all tools were checked in and

all areas were cleaned.

1:00 p.m. - Second General Session - This was the

second full company meeting of the day. This meeting was

generally conducted in a similar manner to the first general

session.

1:15 p.m. - Second Activity Session - This was gener-

ally conducted in a a manner similar to the first session.
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5:00 p.m. - Release for Dinner Break - All company

members were released from each area at the same time.

Before they were released, all tools were checked in and

all areas were cleaned.

7:00 p.m. - Third General Session - This was the final

full company meeting of the day. Again, the director

discussed the day's objectives with the company along with

any problems or procedures requiring attention. At this

meeting some type of entertainment was generally performed

for company enjoyment.

7:30 p.m. - Third Activity Session - This was generally

conducted in a similar manner to the first activity session.

11:00 p.m. - End of the day - All company members were

released from each area at the same time. Before they were

released, all tools were checked in and all areas were

thoroughly cleaned.

This schedule was closely adhered to. However, company

and production demands occasionally fluctuated. Therefore,

when the need arose, this schedule was altered, sometimes

extending the hours required of members and sometimes allow-

ing members additional personal time.

General sessions were held three times daily, always

preceding activity sessions, and always with the director

remaining in control. They were full company meetings of

informative nature intended to stimulate company members.

These sessions, held in the green room, were informal and

------------
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relaxed, and were oftentimes accompanied by original skits

and songs as entertainment.

A general session served an important function. As

members arrived at the theatre from diversified back-

grounds which often predetermined their emotional, mental,

and physical states of mind, it facilitated a sense of

comradery and company uniformity. It was important that the

company members be brought together as an ensemble working

collectively to achieve common goals. The general session

offered a period of time for discussing company procedures

and developments such as the reinforcement of shop safety

standards, the announcement of publicity photo calls and

auditions for the upcoming show, or perhaps an explanation

of why the same company member has been cast at all.

Excluding the first week of June, a new show opened

every Thursday and ran Friday and Saturday evenings. A

typical performance schedule was:

5:00 p.m. - Release for Dinner Break - All company

members were released from each area at the same time.

Before they were released, all tools were checked in and

all areas were cleaned.

6:00 p.m. - Second Call - All running crew members

were called to check their stations and review their duties,

and all ushers were called to prepare the house for the

audience.
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7:30 p.m. - Open the House - The ushers began seating

the audience.

8:00 p.m. - Curtain Up - The show began.

At the conclusion of the performance, after notes were

given, company members were free to leave. Any members not

involved in the running of the show were dismissed for the

entire evening and were free to either view the show as

audience members or enjoy an evening away from the theatre.

However, this was dependent upon whether or not deadlines

for the upcoming show had been met.

Striking occurred after Saturday evening performances

and usually ran through Sunday morning. This was the time

allotted for disassembling the set of the immediately

closing show and mounting the set for the upcoming show.

It was imperative that the set to be mounted be totally

constructed except for finishing touches prior to strike

night, as the performers would begin blocking rehearsals

the following day.

In order to facilitate a successful strike, the

evening was well-planned. A typical strike night is

scheduled as follows:

11:00 p.m. - Roll Call - Roll call was taken for the

company and assignments were made by the technical director.

11:15 p.m. - First Activity Session - Company members

worked in their assigned areas and were under the direction

of the technical director.
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1:00 a.m. - Strike Dinner - This was a break in the

work schedule allowing time for a sit-down dinner prepared

by selected company members.

1:45 a.m. - Second Activity Session - Under the direc-

tion of the technical director, members continued working

in their assigned areas. Principal performers of the

upcoming show were released at this time in order to

finish learning lines, to prepare for Sunday blocking

rehearsals, and to rest.

Upon completion of strike procedures, the remaining

company members were released. Sunday's call was based

on the release time from strike.

It is important to note than an administrative staff

member was responsible for each work or activity area

throughout the scheduled company day. This served two very

important needs. First, it ensured a higher standard of

student performance as it provided greater instructional

opportunities. Second, it ensured professional, adult

supervision for safety and control, thus reducing company

liability.

Fiscal Accountability for the Summer Company

Fiscal accountability was an extremely important factor

in measuring the overall success of the company. It played

a key role in determining its approval by the Plano

3". '., .- xaaamEU. - W ' 'w_ 6:acsn 'sxe'x'
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Independent School District Board of Trustees for future

implementation on an annual basis.

All financial transactions were overseen and judiciated

by the business manager. However, the company director

retained the final responsibility and accountability for

all monies transacted during the course of company business.

Having received initial approval by the Board of

Trustees as an extension of the existing theatre arts

program, Plano Independent School District assumed ultimate

responsibility for all outstanding deficits incurred by

the company. However, it was understood by the director

that every effort should be made to meet payment of all

debts from received revenues. While the district would

underwrite the company during the first season as a means

of aiding its foundation and development, any such future

companies would require a self-supporting status. The

district would grant, however, as in-kind services to the

company, the use of the Plano Senior High School theatre

facility, all custodial expenses, and all utility expenses.

Otherwise, assurance was required that the company would

become self-sufficient and accountable for all incurred

debts.

The general purchasing procedure was as follows. The

company member requesting a particular item filled out a

Park Boulevard Players requisition form. (See Appendix

B). This form contained required purchasing information,
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including a description of the desired item to be bought,

the quantity desired, its unit price, and the total amount

of purchase. Also included in this form were the name and

address of the selling vendor and the departmental budget

to be charged. The use of the requisition form was a

prerequisite for any purchasing for the reasons of book-

keeping accuracy and fiscal accountability. Before any

purchase form was transacted, it was signed by the company

member desiring the purchase, the company business manager,

and the company director. This served as a check for the

spending process of the company.

A separate bookkeeping account existed for The Park

Boulevard Players through the Plano Independent School

District business office and bookkeeping department. In

order to draw against this account, a Plano Independent

School District purchase order form was filled out and

processed through the central business office. This form

was very similar in content to The Park Boulevard Players

requisition form.

Public Relations for the Summer Company

The underlying factor in securing and maintaining a

successful audience reach program for a developing theatre

company was the quality of public relations it established

within the existing community. Community support and

encouragement, both monetarily and otherwise, were necessary

wawkA4011"" - - - ,, I , 44 - , - I-7-7 I'M
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for the development of an environment which would be both

educationally productive for those involved and financially

productive in securing required program funding. In order

to generate this support, a positive rapport was developed

with those individuals and groups within the potential

viewing audience population in an effort to maximize public

interest and confidence in the program. This was most

effectively achieved by developing a marketing approach that

would attract the attention and potential interest of the

many diverse community factions.

The business manager, in association with the company

director, was responsible for overseeing the creation and

implementation of this marketing approach. Together they

established varied channels of communication and strategies

for enlisting and increasing public support within the

Plano community. The marketing approach was dependent upon

the expectations and needs of the company and the personality

of the targeted community, thus mandating alterations of

the system periodically.

As a means of effectively introducing The Park

Boulevard Players into the Plano community as a credible

arts organization, designs of appropriate logos represent-

ing the philosophical thrust of the program were sought.

The director approached the Plano Senior High School commer-

cial art instructor concerning this need, resulting in an

in-class collaboration among art students to originate
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designs of logos that would be viewed by the director for

final selection. Two designs were chosen and were con-

tinuously applied to all company correspondence and public

relations materials. This resulted in a constant and

easily recognized company insignia.
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CHAPTER II

OUTLAY OF THE 1978 SEASON

Preseason Planning

There was concern in establishing an operational

company that would fulfill all program objectives. This

was due primarily to the lack of guidance that would

ordinarily be supplied by records of known company opera-

tives explicitly stating those that "do work" or those that

"do not work." Instead, all planning and structuring was

predominantly founded upon knowledge of theatre arts

related practices concerning those that "should work" or

those that "should not work." It was decided that planning

and structuring of the company would arise from judgements

based on careful examination of all known variables at that

point in time as they related to good theatre practices.

It would be an experimental season. It would be firmly

based, but it would be at the same time continuously altered

and reshaped as the season progressed.

There were three primary unknown factors to be dealt

with in implementing the summer repertory company into the

Plano theatre arts program. These were:

(1) Lack of directorial experience in organizing and

running a repertory company for high school age students.

34
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(2) Lack of experience, training, and seasoning of

high school students to fulfill all performance and techni-

cal requirements demanded by a summer repertory experience.

(3) Lack of managerial experience in public relations

and selling the program to the community as a viable

alternative for driving into Dallas for theatre viewing.

Each of these factors were recognized and dealt with

both during preseason planning and during the month of

June.

The deadline for preseason planning for the 1978 season

is as follows:

Tuesday, February 21 . . . . Approval of the proposal for

Monday, February

Friday, March 24

Saturday, April 1

Monday, May 1

Wednesday, May 3

Saturday, May 13

implementation of The Park
Boulevard Players by the
PISD Board of Trustees
(See AppendixA) .

27 . . . . Public announcement of The
Park Boulevard Players.

. . . Deadline for the selection of
the administrative production
staff.

5 . . . . . Auditions held for company
membership.

. . . . . . Deadline for receiving all
company contracts. (See
Appendix F)

Company membership, show
selection, and preseason
ticket sale announced to
public.

.. . Auditions held for The
Misanthrope.
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Beginning in March, a vigorous publicity campaign was

initiated by the director. This early publicity served

three functions. First, it formally announced company

auditions, including procedures and requirements, to the

Plano Community. Second, it announced the creation of the

four paid administrative staff positions that would need to

be filled. Third, it made the community aware of the newly

organized summer entertainment available for community

enjoyment. Articles appeared in local community newspapers

including The Plano Daily Star Courier, The Plano Chronicle,

and The Richardson Daily News. The Plano Daily Star Courier

ran a coupon with the article that would enable interested

parties more convenient contact with the director for

further information. Articles also appeared in the

Plano Senior High School newspaper, The Wildcat Tales, and

in The District Digest, a Plano Independent School District

weekly newsletter. As stated in the March 16, 1978 issue

of The District Digest;

Plano Senior High theatre instructor John Steele
is taking applications from staff members and students
who would be interested in participating as an actor
or in a technical capacity during June in the summer
repertory company.

The 30-member company to be called The Park
Boulevard Players of Plano is being formed to provide
high school, college, and community semiprofessionals
direction in all phases of theatre practice.

The company will produce a comedy, drama, and
musical from June 5 to July 1, and members of the
company will be expected to work at least 10 hours a

---- -- -
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day preparing for the productions. The company will
be under the supervision of a paid director, technical
director, musical director, costumer, and box office
manager.

Participation in the company will be based on
auditions and/or personal interviews with the director.

Staff members interested in auditioning or being
interviewed for the company or who might know of a
student who would be interested should fill out the
application below and return it to the theatre depart-
ment at the Senior High School as soon as possible (2).

In selecting the administrative production staff for

the first season, the director sought individuals with whom

he was personally acquainted and whose work he respected.

Such "safe" selections would offer a degree of stability in

dealing with the other numerous unknown variables. The

following were selected to serve as professional staff

members:

(1) Technical Director - Roger Nall - Roger had

recently graduated from the Plano Senior High School theatre

arts program and understood the program well. He was well

acquainted with all required technical theatre background,

was immensely creative, was an effective leader, and he

could effectively exercise all duties of the position.

(2) Business Manager - Betty Avery - Betty was an

established employee of the Plano School District serving as

the Plano Senior High School registrar. She was well

acquainted with budgeting and financial operations within

the school district. She presented a good appearance, was

articulate, and was an effective manager.
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(3) Costumiere - Jenny Dorsett - Jenny was employed

as a Plano Senior High School theatre arts instructor and

served as the department costumiere during the school year.

She was a talented designer and a skilled seamstress.

(4) Musical Director - Ed Shaeffer - Ed served as full

time music director for St. Marks Catholic Church in Plano.

He was talented and skilled in directing and performing

music.

Each staff member was hired by the Plano Independent

School District as a part-time instructor (See Appendix

H). The staff members became familiar with the challeng-

ing developmental factors facing them, and each pursued

these challenges in a positive and self-confident fashion.

Moreover, they each accepted full responsibility for their

assigned area. However, each remained in communication

with the director, ensuring consistency of the overall

program.

Auditions were held on Saturday, April 15, in the Plano

Senior High School performing arts theatre for sixty-three

performers and technicians. Ranging in age from fourteen to

forty-six years of age, they possessed a variety of differ-

ent talents and skills. Each auditioning individual was

required to perform a song and a monologue of approximately

two minutes in length. An accompanist was provided who also

assisted the director and the musical director who served as

auditors (12). The directors worked with each individual
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during the audition process and later interviewed each

applicant.

The following criteria were used as a basis for

evaluating each auditioning individual: (1) Developed

acting skills and expertise; (2) Potential acting skills

and expertise; (3) Developed vocal skills and expertise;

(4) Potential vocal skills and expertise; (5) Sensitivity;

(6) Stage presence and showmanship; (7) Creativity;

(8) Willingness to learn and be directed; (9) Dance training

and expertise; (10) Technical experience and expertise.

It was carefully explained in the audition/interview

that all accepted applicants would be hired into the

company as equal partners and that all would serve in

technical and managerial capacities. The company policy

was also discussed. Each member auditioned for every show

regardless of personal interest, resulting in the casting

of the best-suited and trained performers for roles. This

policy, as was explained, created the possibility of the

same company member playing three leading roles or perhaps

working in a technical capacity for all three productions

without having any performance opportunity.

After careful consideration, a company of twenty-nine

actors, singers, dancers, and technicians was chosen. This

newly formed company, excluding the staff, consisted of two

adult Plano District theatre arts instructors, two recently

graduated Plano Senior High seniors, twenty-two currently
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enrolled Plano Senior High students, four currently enrolled

Williams High School students (Plano), one recently grad-

uated Richardson High student, and one student currently

enrolled in a private Plano christian high school. These

individuals represented a cross section of diverse talents

and skills that could be utilized in the three upcoming

productions (See Table III).

Letters were immediately mailed to all who had audi-

tioned informing them of the auditors' decisions (See

Appendix D). Those individuals receiving letters of

acceptance also received contracts that were to be signed

and returned to the director before May 1, 1978 (See

Appendix F).

From this company, the technical director chose three

assistants, and the costumiere selected one. These assis-

tants were chosen on the basis of leadership and expertise

of skills within the specified areas and were given the

responsibilities of aiding their supervisors.

Next began the process of show selection. According to

the approved proposal, the summer repertory company would

produce a comedy, a drama, and a musical, all to be chosen

by the director based on the qualifications, talents, and

needs of the company.

Being educationally based, the director felt that the

students should be provided opportunities of performing and

producing three distinctly different types of shows,, thus
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requiring different performance and technical production

approaches. It was also felt that the second show of the

season should require a smaller cast of players than the

first in order to maximize technical production requirements,

and that the season should culminate in a show requiring a

very large cast. By closing the season with such a show,

each of the twenty-nine company members would be given more

performance opportunities. This format would maximize the

company work force in terms of both available time and

manpower.

Show selections were based on the following criteria:

(1) Could company members perform it; (2) Could company

members execute all technical requirements; (3) Would it

serve as a positive educational experience for company

members; (4) Would its subject matter be appropriate for

those company members involved; (5) Would its subject matter

be appropriate for the viewing community; (6) Would it have

box office draw; (7) Would it fit the company's budget;

(8) Would it fulfill all company objectives?

While adhering to this criteria, the director concluded

that for the first season, if possible, shows should be

produced from those with which he was already familiar.

This would allow him additional time in which to oversee

company business of which he was unsure.

After researching play catalogues (3, 4, 9, 11) and

libraries in the Dallas area, selections were made that met
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the observed criteria and which the director felt would

collectively serve as a successful summer repertory season

in terms of company objectives. Accepted favorably by the

administrative production staff, the shows comprising the

1978 season would be, in order of production, The

Misanthrope, a Moliere comedy, Butterflies Are Free, a

contemporary play, and a newly released Broadway musical

entitled The Robber Bridegroom.

Immediately following show selection, a publicity

campaign was instigated by the director. The campaign

served three purposes. First, it reacquainted the Plano

community with the newly formed summer repertory company and

reminded them to mark the show dates on their calendars.

Second, it formally announced the three shows that would be

performed and produced by the company. Third, it mentioned

that a discount season ticket would be available for early

purchase.

Realizing the lack of experience and knowledge of

summer repertory theatre possessed by most of the company

members, it was decided by the director that auditions for

The Misanthrope would be held prior to the season. This

additional preparation time would enable actors to be off

scripts by the first full company call, a strategy that

hopefully would expedite future production preparations.

On Saturday, May 13, company members were called to the

theatre in groups of eight, where they read for parts. The
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following Monday, cast members were notified and scripts

were issued.

Preseason planning by staff members was dependent upon

factors controlled by individual areas of specialization.

However, all factors contributing to the operation of the

company needed to be carefully planned prior to the first

full company meeting on Monday, June 5. Thus, by mid-

April, each staff member began performing preparatory tasks.

Overall accountability for The Park Boulevard Players

was given the director as he was chief administrator of the

company. Charged with both administrative and artistic

responsibilities for the 1978 season, it was his task to

coordinate and supervise the planning of all company activ-

ities among staff members as well as to prepare directoral

approaches for each of the season's productions. After

hiring the staff, auditioning and selecting company members,

choosing shows, and initiating all company activities prior

to this time, the director's responsibilities were beginning

to multiply as the month of June drew nearer. Included

among these responsibilities were: (1) Supervising and

coordinating all staff members as they began planning their

areas of specialization; (2) Researching, analyzing, and

planning directoral approaches for each show; (3) Requisi-

tioning required materials and supplies through the business

manager; (4) Planning production and activity schedules for

the month of June; (5) Planning, coordinating, and
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administering preseason publicity campaigns; (6) Supervising

publicity layouts and printing of posters, flyers, tickets,

and programs.

The technical director was charged with the responsi-

bility of all technical production requirements for each

show, including sets, lights, props, and sound, as well as

the responsibilities of supervising and instructing company

members in such areas. Since most company members would be

assigned to shop areas during a major portion of each work

day, the technical director would also be accountable for

overall company success as it related to the satisfactory

completion of assigned tasks by company members and the time

required by company members for completion of those tasks.

In order to fulfill these responsibilities, the technical

director had to thoroughly organize and plan for the month

of June, remaining in close contact with the director and

observing all company objectives. Such organizational

tasks included: (1) Researching, planning, and designing

sets and color schemes for each show; (2) Developing and

blue lining working drawings for each set unit to be con-

structed; (3) Designing light and sound plots for each show;

(4) Planning and designing props for each show; (5) Planning

technical schedules and deadlines for each show; (6)

Planning organizational structures for running each show;

(7) Developing shop and theatre safety procedures; (8)

Organizing efficient and safe shop areas.
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Duties assigned the box office manager were: (1)

Maintaining an efficient ticket office; (2) Overseeing and

executing all company financial transactions; (3) Assisting

in publicity and promotional activities. Charged with

fiscal accountability, the box office manager worked closely

with the director in organizing a bookkeeping system that

would sufficiently accommodate all business transactions of

the repertory company while remaining compatible with those

of the school district. As this was the first season, the

box office manager toured the ticket office at the Dallas

Theatre Center and interviewed its business manager concern-

ing effective box office organization and management. The

Dallas Theatre Center was chosen as a resource because it

was cited by North Texas State University Professor Stanley

K. Hamilton as possessing an efficient organizational struc-

ture, effective promotional management, and successful

subscription and solicitation practices. To maximize box

office efficiency, the box office manager initiated a

volunteer support group named "Friends of the .Company" that

manned the ticket office daily and assisted in publicizing

the season and selling show tickets throughout the commu-

nity. The box office manager also aided the director in

organizing publicity layouts and printing of posters, flyers,

tickets, and programs.

The costumiere was charged with responsibilities involv-

ing the designing and constructing of all costumes required

I
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by each production, as well as coordination and supervision

of all costume shop activities. Therefore, her primary

preseason tasks included: (1) Designing costumes for each

show; (2) Selecting and purchasing of fabrics and other

materials; (3) Organizing the costume shop area in order to

maximize both space and efficiency; (4) Planning schedules

and deadlines for involved company members; (5) Preparing

methods of instruction within her specialized area.

Assigned all responsibilities involving music instruc-

tion and direction, the musical director began preseason

planning shortly after the musical was announced. These

tasks included: (1) Researching and planning the selected

musical comedy show; (2) Obtaining qualified musicians to

fulfill orchestra requirements, free of charge; (3) Obtain-

ing a qualified rehearsal accompanist who would receive a

stipend; (4) Planning vocal and instrumental rehearsal

schedules; (5) Preparing methods of instructing involved

company members.

Dateline for June, 1978

At 10:00 a.m. on Monday, June 5, two days following

the termination of the 1977-78 school year, the June

operational schedule for the summer repertory company

formally commenced. The dateline for the month is as

follows:
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Monday, June 5

Tuesday, June 6

Wednesday, June 7

Thursday, June 8

Friday, June 9

Saturday,, June 10

First full company meeting and formal
commencement of all activities.

Organized poster runs.

Rehearsals begin for The Misanthrope.

Instruction on shop safety rules and
company policies.

Technical construction begins for
The Misanthrope.

Auditions are held for Butterflies
Are Free.

Callbacks held for Butterflies Are
Free.

Announcement of cast for Butterflies
Are Free.

Photo call for publicity shots of all
company members.

News coverage of first week activi-
ties.

Season ticket drive begins.

Technical construction begins for
Butterflies Are Free.

Set completion deadline for The
Misanthrope.

Announcement of running crews for The
Misanthrope.

Program information for The
Misanthrope due to printer.

First rehearsal of The Misanthrope
on set.

,
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Sunday, June 11

Monday, June 12

Tuesday, June 13

Wednesday, June 14

Thursday, June 15

Friday, June 16

First reading of Butterflies Are
Free.

Late night swimming party and dinner
f or company members.

News coverage for The Misanthrope.

First rehearsal for The Robber
Bridegroom orchestra.

Auditions held for The Robber
Bridegroom.

Technical completion deadline for
The Misanthrope.

First full technical and costume
rehearsal for The Misanthrope.

Callbacks held for The Robber
Bridegroom.

Announcement of casting for The
Robber Bridegroom.

Company business as usual.

Final day of season ticket sales.

Additional news coverage for The
Misanthrope, celebrating its
opening.

Opening night of The Misanthrope.

Set completion deadline for Butter-
flies Are Free.

Announcement of running crews for
Butterflies Are Free.

Program information for Butterflies
Are Free due to printer.
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Saturday, June 17

Sunday, June 18

Monday, June 19

Tuesday, June 20

Wednesday, June 21

Thursday, June 22

Review of The Misanthrope appears in
local newspaper.

Photo call for production shots of
The Misanthrope.

First reading of The Robber Bride-
groom.

Polish rehearsal for The Misanthrope.

Second performance of The Misanthrope.

Music rehearsals begin for The
Robber Bridegroom.

Polish rehearsal for The Misanthrope.

Third performance of The Misanthrope.

Striking of The Misanthrope set,
strike dinner, and erection of the
Butterflies Are Free set on stage.

First rehearsal of Butterflies Are
Free on set.

Newspaper coverage begins for
Butterflies Are Free.

Dance rehearsals begin for The
Robber Bridegroom.

Technical completion deadline for
Butterflies Are Free.

First full technical and costume
rehearsal for Butterflies Are Free.

Company business as usual.

Additional news coverage for
Butterflies Are Free, celebrating
its opening.
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Friday, June 23

Saturday, June 24

Sunday, June 25

Monday, June 26

Opening night of Butterflies Are
Free.

Set completion deadline for The
Robber Bridegroom.

Announcement of running crews for
The Robber Bridegroom.

Program information for The Robber
Bridegroom due to printer.

Review of Butterflies Are Free
appears in local newspaper.

Photo call for production shots of
Butterflies Are Free.

Polish rehearsal for Butterflies Are
Free.

Second performance of Butterflies
Are Free.

Polish rehearsal for Butterflies
Are Free.

Third performance of Butterflies
Are Free.

Striking of the Butterflies Are
Free set, strike dinner, and
erection of The Robber Bridegroom
set on stage.

First rehearsal of The Robber
Bridegroom on set.

Newspaper coverage for The Robber
Bridegroom begins.

First rehearsal of The Robber
Bridegroom cast with orchestra.
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Tuesday, June 27 Technical completion deadline for The
Robber Bridegroom.

First full technical and costume
rehearsal for The Robber Bridegroom.

Wednesday, June 28 Company business as usual.

Thursday, June 29 Additional newspaper coverage for The
Robber Bridegroom, celebrating its
opening.

Opening night of The Robber Bridegroom.

Friday, June 30 Review of The Robber Bridegroom appears
in local newspaper.

Polish rehearsal for The Robber Bride-
groom.

Second performance of The Robber
Bridegroom.

Photo call for production shots of
The Robber Bridegroom.

Saturday, July 1 Polish rehearsal for The Robber
Bridegroom.

Third performance of The Robber Bride-
groom.

Striking of The Robber Bridegroom set,
strike dinner, clean-up of entire
theatre facility, storage of all
equipment and supplies, farewell
company party and goodbye.

Production Summary

The Misanthrope

Selected by the director to open the premiere season,

The Misanthrope written by Jean Baptiste Poquelin DeMoliere
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provided a sophisticated and classical educational theatri-

cal experience for both company members and audience

viewers. The show was presented through special arrangement

with Samuel French, Incorporated. Being a comedy of manners

of the French Restoration, this show would offer many

learning experiences including: (1) A background study of

Moliere; (2) A study of the historical period; (3) A

study of the relevance of the show to contemporary Plano

community living; (4) A study of the "production style" of

the period. The show would also place unique performance

demands in terms of stylization. This would require addi-

tional movement and vocal training as the text being used

was the rhyming couplet translation by Richard Wilbur.

It was felt by the director and staff that the show

should be produced with all possible pomp and flair indica-

tive of the Court of King Louis XIV so as to enhance the

season's opening with color and spectacle. Thus, elaborate

and ornate costumes and accouterments were designed and

constructed. However, the set would remain simple, yet

dignified, dressed with antique period furnishings. It

was the director's purpose to emphasize the acting ensemble

while complementing the onstage performances and thorough

characterizations with simple technical theatre supports.

The casting process for The Misanthrope was based on

cold readings of French scenes as assigned and appointed by

the director. Parts were available for seven men and four

.
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women with most of the dialogue being given the male and

female leads. In casting, the director emphasized the

following criteria: (I) Vocal quality, maturity, and

flexibility; (2) Comic timing; (.3) Stage movement and

presence; (4) Understanding of text; (5) Improvisation;

(6) Sensitivity to ensemble; (7) Ability to take direction.

Upon completion of the audition and callback process, cast

assignments were announced. The cast was announced. The

cast was comprised of ten students and one adult company

member. A change in casting occurred when a student playing

the male lead injured himself while working in the shop

five days prior to performance. After careful considera-

tion of all possibilities and alternatives, the director

assumed the role.

Rehearsals went according to schedule with the per-

formers, both individually and collectively, exploring,

experimenting, researching, and learning. They were becoming

acquainted and familiar with the stylized directoral concept.

The performers, having been cast three weeks prior to the

first rehearsal, were expected to be off scripts by the

first company meeting. This was intended by the director to

ensure greater familiarity and ease with the rhymed dialogue

and to relieve the added pressure of memorizing lines during

the rehearsal process. With such a limited rehearsal period

for such a demanding show, the director felt that available

time would be better used in character exploration, vocal

,.,.
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drills, blocking, and ensemble work. Rehearsal clothes were

worn by performers and costumes, as available, were checked

out. The costumes aided them in creating a naturalness

with the unfamiliar style and period. The director

assisted the acting ensemble by choreographing much of the

movement within the show. This reinforced the stylized

approach and gave the young performers more tangible

instruction and direction in period style and concept.

The June 15 opening of The Misanthrope ran smoothly,

with all involved displaying well-rehearsed and polished

performances. The overall result of the production was the

intended spectacle of color, grace, and comic device.

Audience reception to the show was favorable and offered

much needed encouragement to the young and inexperienced

company. In her review of the opening night show, Judy

Monzingo, reporter for The Plano Daily Star Courier, stated

that "the play, though slow-moving toward the middle, was

skillfully staged and directed, delightfully acted and, all

in all, a thoroughly pleasant experience" (5, p. A-9). The

opening night audience, along with those of the two subse-

quent performances, although receptive and supportive, was

small in number. This resulted in low box office sales.

However, it was felt that the opening season production

served as a solid foundation for the remaining shows. It

reinforced growth in both self-expectations and self-
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confidence among company members, and company potential

awareness throughout the Plano community.

Butterflies Are Free

A contemporary play by Leonard Gershe presented through

special arrangement with Samuel French, Incorporated was

chosen by the director to succeed The Misanthrope. Being

a play that "depicts a young man trying to break away from

his mother and home to establish a life of his own" (6,

p. A-I), it was felt by the director and staff that this

show would be a more comfortable selection for the young

high school company. It would serve as a more meaningful

actor-training vehicle for those involved. Unlike the

Moliere comedy, Butterflies Are Free posed conflict

incidents which were related to the personal experiences

of the involved members.

Butterflies Are Free might also serve as a more

recognizable show title among the Plano community. It

would, perhaps, spark a greater interest in the season,

having been made into a successful movie starring Edward

Albert and Goldie Hawn that had received positive press

releases and reviews. In fact, the movie had recently

appeared several times on local television stations. This

familiarity with the show might serve as a positive pub-

licity promotion within the community reach.

After consideration of all possibilities, the director

and staff opted to produce the show as a totally realistic
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view and commentary on contemporary living. This show

would require no stylized directoral approach, as did

Moliere. It would instead be predicated by a Stanislavsky

influenced technique. Therefore, the directoral concept

would be founded upon believability, honesty, and realism.

This would be reinforced by an examination and exploration

of living truthfully on stage as the required characters

in moment-to-moment situations.

It was decided that all technical aspects of the

production would be of a realistic nature which would serve

as a support for the acting approach. This called for

creating a New York City apartment interior, complete with

appropriate decor, that would be indicative of those

conflicts experienced by youth during the maturation and

self-realization process. An environment would be created

that would provide the necessary on-stage living space

within which the young actors would learn and work.

The casting process for Butterflies Are Free was based

on prepared readings of duet scenes from the show as

assigned and appointed by the director. Company members

were given background information concerning plot, charac-

terization, and directoral approach. This was supplemented

by a discussion of those acting skills and character traits

that the auditor would be seeking. The cast would be

comprised of four characters, consisting of two young men,

one young woman, and one mature woman. Casting would
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revolve around those young men of the company being consid-

ered to play the role of the male lead, Don Baker, a blind

young man possessing the talents of singing and playing

a guitar. Other criteria to consider would include:

(1) Vocal quality and flexibility; (2) Stage presence;

(3) Improvisation; (4) Understanding of text; (5) Humor;

(6) Sensitivity; (7) Listening skills; (8) Ability to take

direction. Upon completion of the audition and callback

process, cast assignments were announced. All cast members,

with the exception of the young woman, were returning to

the stage in second roles after having also been cast in

The Misanthrope.

Casting left the majority of company members available

to work on technical aspects of Butterflies Are Free, as

well as beginning the production process for the upcoming

musical. Scheduled rehearsals for the show were thorough

and exhausting. Time and effort were given to creating and

developing an honest approach to character growth. Emphasis

was placed on beginnings of scenes and the relationships of

those characters within them. Special attention was given

to improvisation with properties, set pieces, and costumes.

Each actor worked to create a truthfully living character

as he worked with others on stage. The director carefully

blocked all action and business in order to ensure physical

balance and picturization, as well as motivated movement

throughout the acting ensemble. Along with the technical

,
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director and running crews, the director attended to the

the integration of sound, incidental music, and lighting

to heighten the created moods and reinforce pacing.

The June 22 opening of Butterflies Are Free was

successful in terms of both the artistic growth and polish

of those involved and the overall enjoyment of the show by

the viewing audience. As stated by Judy Monzingo in her

review of the opening night performance in the June 23

edition of The Plano Daily Star Courier, "the Park Boulevard

Players have produced another audience-pleaser . . . though

almost everyone has seen the movie . . . the local company

does it nicely to make it worth seeing again" (7, p. A-10).

She further stated that "the characters move about freely

and naturally without seeming stilted or cramped, giving

the production the same professional air which distinguished

the company's premiere last week" (7, p. A-10). While the

opening night performance was well received, each ensuing

performance, preceded by a thorough rehearsal period,

became stronger and more believable. It became obvious that

the young performers did relate more readily and on a more

personal level with the given text of this script than with

that of The Misanthrope. The audiences for all three

performances of Butterflies Are Free, although varied in

size, were larger in number than those for the season

premiere. This growth served as a further encouragement to

the young company.

--
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The Robber Bridegroom

The Robber Bridegroom, written by Alfred Uhry with music

by Robert Waldman and based on the novella by Eudora Welty,

would serve as an ideal final production. This was a new

bluegrass folk musical comedy produced through special

arrangement with Music Theatre International. It is a high

energy show requiring many performers, thus allowing on-stage

participation by a majority of the company. The text of the

show is loosely written and subject to a broad range of

interpretations and artistic choices, giving the director

freedom in staging and styling the production. In fact, the

success of the show is dependent upon the creative integra-

tion of heterogeneous talents, skills, and types into a

collective unit. This unit must depict the story of Jamie

Lockhart, the bandit of the woods, through narrative, song,

dance, and comedic action. Employment of these different

elements would utilize the varied talents and skills

possessed by company members, while creating an entertaining

musical spectacle for the audience. It would provide an

opportunity of showcasing the broad spectrum of talents

within The Park Boulevard Players to the Plano community.

It was felt by the director that the show would

publicize well. For example, it had enjoyed a New York

Broadway run and a successful southwestern premiere at

Theatre Three, a professional Dallas theatre. Thus, the

.. ..
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Plano community would probably be familiar with the show

title, yet curious about the actual plot line. It would not

be a musical comedy of which audiences might have grown tired.

However, it was felt that the bluegrass style of music com-

posing the score of the show, such as hoedown, ballad, and

hillbilly, would find great support throughout the Plano

community.

The director and staff chose to stage the show within

the framework of one multipurpose unit setting, as the script

calls for numerous scenes. It was decided that the stage

would be transformed into an interior view of a barn, complete

with haylofts, large barn doors, a vaulted ceiling, and a

planked floor. This would help create the "woodsy," blue-

grass environment. This would provide the background for all

the scenes mandated by the script. The actors and chorus

members would provide hints of specific locales by becoming

set pieces through the incorporation of staged pantomime and

dance. Lighting, properties, and special effects would also

be used, serving as supports to the performers. A raked

floor would be constructed in order to aid performance

picturization and audience visibility. Costume construction

would be minimized by pulling appropriate items from stock,

thus allowing needed time for rehearsal and set construction.

In an attempt to provide performance experience for

every company member, it was agreed by the staff that all

company members would be cast in The Robber Bridegroom. This
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would boost company morale and provide an on-stage learning

experience for all members, some of whom would not otherwise

have had such opportunities. However, this decision

minimized the technical work force as a majority of the

members were usually called for rehearsal. Therefore, the

company work day was lengthened.

The cast of characters includes a mature male and

female lead, a young male and female lead, many young

supporting roles, and a chorus of dancers, singers, and

actors. In view of the numerous roles to be cast, along with

the prospect of preparing a completed show-worthy musical

production with unseasoned performers, the director decided

to fill the roles of the mature leads with adult performers

from outside the company. It was felt that this decision

would increase the educational value of the rehearsal and

production experiences for those involved young company

members. This would provide an opportunity for these members

to observe more knowledgeable and seasoned performers at

work, providing them with examples and role models. In

addition, the director felt that this implementation might

lend a higher degree of credibility to the company in its

premiere season as viewed by the Plano community and generate

larger box office sales.

The casting process for The Robber Bridegroom was

lengthy and exhausting but generally enjoyable due primarily

to the nature of the script. The show was cast on Tuesday,

a
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June 13, providing fifteen available work days in which to

rehearse. It should be noted, however, that rehearsals were

also in progress for The Misanthrope and Butterflies Are

Free. All music was learned by June 17, thus allowing

subsequent rehearsal time for dancing, staging, and acting.

Characterizations were drawn from cartoon-like figures.

However, the performers attempted to create believable

characters on stage, not caricatures. It was desired that

the viewing audience become involved in the warmth and humor

of the show, instead of merely laughing at the funny lines

and comic devices. The show was highly stylized and choreo-

graphed. This contributed to the pacing of the show.

The musical director engaged the services of a pro-

fessional pianist as both rehearsal and performance

accompanist. Other orchestra members included two fiddlers,

one guitarist, and one bass player. These musicians

rehearsed separately, meeting with the production company

initially on June 26, three days prior to the opening night

performance.

The June 29 opening of The Robber Bridegroom was

successful in entertaining and pleasing the viewing audience.

As stated by Judy Monzingo of The Plano Daily Star Courier

in her review of the opening night performance, "the play's

opening Thursday night was a hit with the audience despite a

few minor flaws, largely because of the freshness and

originality but also because of the repertory company's
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imagination and production flair" (8, p. A-9). She further

stated that "the sheer imagination involved in the play is

almost enough to carry it off-with company members portray-

ing everything from trees to doors to birds to bridges--but

director John Steels's choreography and staging bring the

tale to life" (8, p. A-9). The show ultimately achieved all

goals set forth by the director and staff.

The two ensuing performances of The Robber Bridegroom

succeeding opening night became more unified and polished

in terms of individual performances and collective ensemble

interaction. This resulted, in large part, from company

members catching up on needed rest and additional polishing

rehearsals before each show. As each production of the show

became a stronger production, each viewing audience increased

in size. Audiences were extremely receptive to the show,

relaying positive comments throughout the community. This

resulted in greater box office sales.

Fiscal Accountability

The estimated expenses projected in the 1978 budget

submitted by the director to the Plano Independent School

District Board of Trustees in the initial proposal totaled

$15,860.00 (10, p. 3). The following is an itemization of

the estimated expenses as they appeared in the proposal.
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TABLE IV

PROPOSED EXPENDITURES
FOR THE 1978 SEASON*

Paid Staff:

Di rector
Technical Director
Musical Director
Costumiere
Business Manager

$1, 200.00
600.00
200.00
400.00
400.00

Subtotal $2,800.00

Materials:

Lumber
Fabric
Paint
Printing
Royalties
Scripts
Miscellaneous

$2, 200.00
400.00
400.00
500.00

1,500.00
60.00

1, 000.00

Subtotal 6,060.00

Utilities:

Electricity (based on electric
bill from June, 1977)

Total

7,000.00

$15, 860.00

*(10, p. 3)

It should be noted that $7,000.00 of this projected figure

would be granted by the school district as an in-kind service

for utilities expenses, primarily electricity. This reduced
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the estimated total that the company would be accountable for

to $8,860.00.

To generate the necessary income, tickets would be sold

separately at $3.50 per person (10, p. 4). However, as a

means of initiating a greater interest in preseason ticket

purchasing, a plan to sell season ticket packets was devised

by the director and business manager. These packets would

sell for $9.50 and would include an admission ticket for

each of the three season productions. The packets would

extend to the purchaser a $1.00 savings plus the convenience

of acquiring tickets for all three shows at once, choice

theatre seating, and the assurance of identical and familiar

theatre seating for each show.

According to the figures of projected income for the

summer season, a potential revenue of $18,900.00 existed,

based on 100% attendance at $3.50 per person. However, on a

more realistic projection of 75% attendance, a potential

revenue of $14,175.00 existed (10, p. 4). Earned revenue

based on 75% attendance would more than adequately cover all

incurred company deficits. In order to financially break

even, the company would be required to sell a minimum of

933 season tickets at $9.50 resulting in a total of $8,863.50

or 282 individual tickets per performance at $3.50 yielding

a total of $8,883.00.

According to the summary financial statement recorded by

the business manager and submitted to the company director
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at the termination of the premiere season, the expenditures

incurred by the company are as follows:

TABLE V

ACTUAL EXPENDITURES
FOR THE 1978 SEASON*

Paid Staff:

Director
Technical Director
Musical Director
Costumiere
Business Manager

Subtotal

Materials:

Lumber
Paint
Printing
Royalties and Scripts
Cos tumes
Materials and Supplies

Subtotal

Total

$1, 200.00
600.00
200.00
400.00
400,00

$2,800.00

1, 110.63
315.85
265.00

1,477.41
849.06

1,155.41

5,173.36

$7,963.36

*(l)

It should be noted that the costume expense was absorbed

through individual payments by those company members cast in

shows (1). This policy was outlined to company members dur-

ing the initial audition/interview process for company

membership. This reduces the total amount of actual company
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expenditures to $7,124.30, remaining $1,735.70 below the

$8,860.00 figure in the proposed budget.

The actual income earned from box office receipts

totaled $3,352.20 (1), a substantial amount below the pro-

jected requirement of $8,863.50 needed to break even. This

figure represents the sale of 79 season ticket packets

resulting in $750.50 and 931 individual tickets totaling

$2,822.74.

Listed on the following page is an individual perfor-

mance attendance and income schedule, based on data gathered

from the summary financial statement (1). (See Table VI,

page 71). It should be noted that performance attendance

was not necessarily predicated by the number of tickets. sold,

as often ticket purchasers failed to attend performances. It

should also be noted that a greater number of tickets were

sold for Friday evening performances with the fewest number

being sold for opening night shows. Of interest, also, is

the fact that the closing musical comedy production drew the

largest audiences, with the least attended show being the

opening Moliere classic. However, both ticket sales and

audience attendance increased with each new production.

In conclusion, the summary financial statement for the

premiere season includes the following information:

(1) Proposed expenditures: $8,860.00

(2) Actual expenditures: $7,124.30

(3) Under proposed budget: $1,735.70

_ _._-
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(4) Proposed breakeven income (based on sale of

933 season ticket packets): $8,863.50

(5) Actual income: $3,452.50.

(6) Community reach: 1,000.

(7) Remaining deficit: $2,824.24.

Season Evaluation and Recommendations

The June, 1978, premiere season contributed in establish-

ing a positive theatre environment for high school students

within the Plano community. As the month progressed, it

became obvious that these young artists did possess the

talent, maturity, and tenacity needed to fulfill the required

demands. Based on exposure to and hands-on participation in

most phases of theatre performance and production, this

concentration provided students with realistic measures of

personal strengths, potentials, weaknesses, and limitations.

It increased awareness of the required self-discipline and

commitment while positively reinforcing newly developing

skill and talent.

Reactions to the performed shows, based on professionally

written newspaper reviews and audience commentaries, were

very positive and encouraging. In most observed instances,

audiences were pleasantly surprised and pleased by the on-

stage maturity and professional approach displayed by the

young company members. In spite of the small numbers of

attending audiences, community wide recognition and encourage-

ment, both privately and professionally, were extended the
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company. This resulted in growing community awareness and

acceptance.

The 1978 season posed many challenges based primarily

on the lack of available guidance in terms of staff organi-

zation, management, and direction. Attempts to deal with

these began with early preseason planning. The February 21

proposal submission date and immediate approval allowed

adequate lead time for selective staff recruitment by the

director. It also provided the newly formed staff adequate

time for detailed company planning. The directing staff

wisely utilized available preseason time for production

planning, including directoral approaches and technical

designs.

The June operational procedures were treated in an

experimental fashion, continually being altered as needs

arose in order to fulfill company objectives. As the month

progressed, a successful operational approach and pattern of

effective rehearsal and technical programming began to emerge.

The end of the month, along with the final preparations for

the musical comedy, brought the establishment of a solidly

based operational procedure. This would serve as a useful

guide for the continuation of the program the following year.

It should be noted that because of technically related

injuries to company members, greater emphasis would be placed

on technical theatre safety and regulation the following

year.

2
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As full scale company operations for the month of June

began, the director and business manager became aware of the

unexpectedly low margin of ticket sales. Even though all

appropriate measures thought necessary to ensure ample box

office returns had been initiated, additional attempts were

made to enlist greater community audience support. Larger

audience numbers resulted, but the effort ultimately failed

to attract the targeted required capacity, resulting in a

financial season loss.

Based on the summary financial statement and other

gathered data, the following conclusions can be drawn as

recommendations for the financial security of the 1979

season:

(1) Ticket prices should remain the same.

(2) Emphasis should be placed on the advantages of
season ticket packets.

(3) More commercially known shows should be produced
with emphasis on musical comedy.

(4) A more thorough and targeted promotional campaign
should be developed.

(5) All available professional promotional supports
within the community should be utilized.

(6) Influential community based groups and individuals
should be enlisted to aid in season promotion.

a
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CHAPTER III

OUTLAY OF THE 1979 SEASON

Preseason Planning

The planning process for the 1979 season, being

philosophically and structurally identical to the previous

season, began with the submission of an updated proposal to

the Plano Independent School District Board of Trustees on

Tuesday, January 16 (8). At this time the director enter-

tained questions and discussions from board members

concerning the following issues: (1) Educational benefits

of the program for current Plano Independent School District

students; (2) Commendations and recommendations based on

the previous season; (3) Community response to previous

season performances; (4) Fiscal accountability. Board

members were very positive, voting unanimously to reinstate

the program and voicing their encouragement and support for

its intended success.

Having experienced the program the previous year, a

degree of assurance and confidence had emerged in the

directoral approach. Credibility had been established. As

the company director stated while speaking to the Plano

Rotary Club on Wednesday, April 18, "It's high time the

people of Plano realized that there's a lot of talent right

7,6
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here at home. People may complain about always having to go

to Dallas for entertainment, but now there's something here"

(2, p. A-I).

Unlike the previous year, the 1979 season would be

modeled after a program of known variables. These would be

based on company operatives that had been proven successful.

Although unrefined, it was felt by the director that these

operatives would provide a solid foundation upon which to

build the 1979 season. Improvements would be made, and more

attention would be given to public relations and acquisition

of required funding.

The dateline for preseason planning of the 1979 season

is as follows:

Tuesday, January 16 . . . .. Approval of the proposal for

Wednesday, February 7

Wednesday, March 14 .

Friday, April 13 . .

Saturday, April 14 .

Monday, April 16 . .

Tuesday, May 1 . . .

implementation of The Park
Boulevard Players by the
Board of Trustees.

Public announcement of The
Park Boulevard Players.

Deadline for the selection of
the administrative production
staff.

Auditions held for company
membership.

Additional auditions held for
company membership; commence-
ment of publicity campaign.

Deadline for show selection.

Letters of acceptance or
rejection mailed to all
applicants.



Wednesday, May 9 . . . . . . Deadline for receiving all
company contracts.

Sunday, May 13 . . . . . . Auditions held for Once Upon
A Mattress.

In order to reacquaint the Plano community with the

concept of summer repertory theatre, an early February

announcement was issued through local media. Printed hand-

bills were also distributed through the Plano Chamber of

Commerce, The First National Bank, and civic organizations.

These handbills contained audition information explaining

the program philosophy and structure as an attempt to

interest prospective members and supporters.

The selection process for the administrative production

staff was similar to that of the previous season. The

director again sought individuals with whom he was person-

ally acquainted and whose work he respected. The following

were selected to serve as professional staff members:

(1) Technical Director - Roger Nall - Roger was hired

based on his performance as technical director during the

1978 season. His designs and concepts were thorough and

effective. He had proven his knowledge of technical theatre

practice and was a good leader and teacher.

(2) Business Manager - Jerry Mullins - Jerry served as

chairman of the Plano Senior High School chemistry depart-

ment. He was respected as an innovator, organizer, and

master teacher. He was articulate, presented a good appear-

ance, and enjoyed meeting the general public.
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(3) Costumiere - Jenny Dorsett - Jenny was employed as

a Plano Senior High School theatre arts instructor and served

as the department costumiere during the school year. She

was a talented designer and a skilled seamstress. She had

served in this same capacity during the 1978 season, and

her designs had been appropriate and effective.

(4) Musical Director - Wanda Spreen - Wanda possessed

a degree in theatre from Bennington College and was a veteran

stage actress. She was an accomplished pianist and had

taught voice to local theatre students.

Staff members were hired by the Plano Independent

School District as part-time instructors. Each accepted

full responsibility for the assigned area, continuing to

communicate with the director to ensure program consistency.

It was understood that all staff members would be expected

to assist the director in promoting the upcoming season.

From ninety auditioning individuals, thirty-five were

chosen. Included were no adults, seven recently graduated

Plano Senior High School seniors, thirty-one currently

enrolled Plano Senior High School students, and two currently

enrolled Williams High School (Plano) students. Also

included was a recently graduated senior from Klein High

School (Houston) who had previously attended Plano Senior

High School. Fifteen of these were returning members, having

participated in the 1978 season (See Table VII).
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Letters were immediately mailed to all who had audi-

tioned, informing them of the auditors' decisions. Those

individuals receiving acceptance letters also received

contracts that were to be signed and returned to the

director no later than Wednesday, May 9.

From this company, the technical director chose three

assistants and the costumiere selected one. This policy was

extended from the previous summer after having been proved

successful. It would give potential company leaders

additional opportunities of developing leadership skills

while assisting in company administration. These students

were chosen on the basis of leadership potential and exper-

tise of skills within the chosen areas.

Having already reacquainted the Plano community with

The Park Boulevard Players in early February, a tenacious

press campaign began in April. This was a long range

publicity program intended to reach all factions of the

community. It incorporated many communicative channels

over a period of three months. Stressing quality summer

theatre entertainment for the second consecutive year in the

home community, it target in on already established theatre

goers. The program consisted of the following measures:

(1) Wednesday, April 14 - A newspaper article appeared

in The Plano Chronicle entitled "Park Boulevard Players

Prepare for Summer Season." Based on an interview with the
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director, the article described the program and announced

upcoming auditions.

(2) Tuesday, April 18 - Members of the Plano Senior High

School theatre arts department hosted an evening tea for

civic leaders and prominent community theatre goers. The

event occurred in the theatre facility and included guided

tours and explanations of the summer repertory company.

(3) Thursday, April 19 The director poke to Plano

Rotarians at their weekly luncheon. The speech dealt with

the upcoming Park Boulevard Players season.

(4) Sunday, April 22 - The Plano Daily Star Courier

featured The Park Boulevard Players in photos and an

article entitled, "'Players' Prepare for Second Season."

Based on an interview with the director, the article stressed

the professional approach of the company. Promotional mini-

shows were offered by the director to interested civic groups.

(5) Monday, April 24 - The director enlisted the

volunteer assistance of civic leader Ida Welisman. She

agreed to serve as public relations specialist and promote

season ticket sales. Special emphasis was laced on selling

ticket blocks to businesses.

(6) Thursday, April 26 - Members of the Plano Senior

High School theatre department musical comedy/dance company

performed an original revue entitled "Potpourri" for members

of the Plano Chamber of Commerce Women's Division. Afterward
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guided tours were given the women along with a promotion of

the upcoming season.

(7) Friday, May 4 - Members of the Plano Senior High

School theatre department manned a booth at the annual Plano

Renaissance Faire to promote The Park Boulevard Players.

Handbills were distributed, and season ticket orders were

taken.

(8) Sunday, May 13 - Park Boulevard Players members

began a season ticket sales drive. Participation was

required by all company members. Each member was indivi-

dually responsible for taking ticket orders, collecting

money, and distributing season ticket packets. A minimum

total of twenty-five sales per member was suggested.

(9) Monday, May 14 - A radio publicity campaign was

initiated by former Park Boulevard Players business manager

Betty Avery. Written announcements were sent to all area

radio stations followed by telephone calls.

(10) Saturday, May 19 - Park Boulevard Players members

hosted a "free lunch day" at a local cooperating McDonald's

Restaurant. Season ticket packets were sold with McDonald's

matching each sale with a free lunch. Company members

dressed as mimes and entertained customers, encouraging them

to take advantage of the free lunch offer.

(11) Sunday, May 20 - Members of the Plano Senior High

School theatre department performed for a local Unitarian
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congregation. An announcement of the upcoming season

appeared in the Sunday Newsletter.

(12) Tuesday, May 22- Plano Senior High School theatre

department members performed at a monthly meeting of the

Collin County Board of Realtors. The evening provided

an opportunity to promote the company and to suggest realtors

purchase blocks of tickets as gifts for clients.

(13) Wednesday, May 23 - Promotional displays were set

up at the Plano Chamber of Commerce and The First National

Bank. These included production pictures from the previous

summer along with approaching season information.

(14) Thursday, May 24 - Announcement of the summer

repertory company was made in the District Digest, a Plano

Independent School District weekly newsletter distributed to

all district employees.

(15) Wednesday, May 30 - It was announced in the Plano

Chamber of Commerce Women's Division Newsletter that the

Women's Division would sponsor opening night receptions for

the 1979 season. All ticket holders would be welcomed.

Refreshments would be served, and the audiences would be

invited to meet the casts.

(16) Monday, June 4 Four hundred promotional posters

were distributed throughout the community by company members.

The professionally printed posters contained all necessary

promotional and sales information.
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(17) Wednesday, June 6 - Paid advertising began in

The Plano Daily Star Courier.

(18) Monday, June 11 - Plano Mayor Jim Edwards formally

proclaimed the month of June "Park Boulevard Players Month."

The proclamation appeared in local newspapers accompanied

by production pictures.

(19) Wednesday, June 13 - An article appeared on the

front page of the Richardson Daily News entitled "Players

Dedicate Efforts to Drama." Accompanied by photos, the

article gave an overview of the program, emphasizing season

ticket sales.

(20) Thursday, June 14 - Featured in the "Trend" section

of The Dallas Morning News were photos and an article

entitled, "The Players at Work." It emphasized the profes-

sional approach and dedication of involved members, along

with season ticket sales.

(21) Targeted June dates - Additional coverage featur-

ing productions, including articles, reviews, and photos,

appeared in The Plano Daily Star Courier, The Plano

Chronicle, and the Richardson Daily News. Listings in

theatre guides and community calendars appeared in The Plano

Daily Star Courier and The Dallas Morning News.

The process of show selection was primarily based on

the same criteria as that of the previous summer. However,

the low audience attendance and earned box office income of

that season resulted in some additional criteria for
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consideration. Conclusions drawn from information gathered

in the 1978 season summary financial statement indicated

that more commercially known shows should be considered.

This was based on an examination of the 100% increase in

total documented sales from the opening Moliere classic to

the subsequent contemporary drama and the 300% increase for

the musical comedy. In order to earn the required income

for the 1979 season, it would be imperative to enlist large

audience support for the opening show. Based on production

quality, this audience would theoretically continue support

throughout the season. This could be accomplished through

season ticket sales. However, based on such sales from 1978,

a more inclusive approach was needed. Therefore it was

mandated that the 1979 season offer shows that would generate

broader community support.

The director and staff concluded that the season should

open and close with musical comedies, ensuring greater

audience reach. Taking this into account, each should be:

(1) Family oriented; (2) Colorful and visually stimulating;

(3) Easily involve the audience; (4) Contain easily

remembered songs and plot lines; (5) Contain a balance of

comedy and drama; (6) Contain highly choreographed production

numbers; (7) Possess a familiar and easily recognized title.

In addition to these, selection would be based on answers to

the following questions: (1) Could company members perform

it; (2) Could company members execute all technical

I I I I
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requirements; (3) Would its subject matter be appropriate for

those involved company members; (4) Could the show be

rehearsed and mounted in the available time; (5) Could

required musicians be secured; (6) Would it fit the company

budget?

To offset production complications, the second show

would be a play. This would offer season variety. The

selection process would be similar to that of the musical

comedies. However, it would require a small cast number in

order to maximize technical work forces for the three shows.

Show selection was announced on Monday, April 16. The

shows comprising the 1979 season would be, in order of

production, Once ppn a Mattress, a light musical comedy

fairy tale; Blithe Spirit, a Noel Coward comedy; and the

popular musical Godspell.

Realizing the overwhelming task of producing this season

within the allocated four week period, the director opted to

cast the opening show prior to the June season. This had

been implemented during the 1978 season in casting The

Misanthrope. It had proven successful in providing cast

members additional time for script study and expedited future

production preparations. This would prove beneficial in

preparing the opening musical comedy as cast members could

immediately begin rehearsal in June. On Sunday, May 13,

company members were called to the theatre in groups of
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seven, where they auditioned for parts. The following week

cast members were notified and scripts issued.

Preseason planning by staff members was dependent upon

factors controlled by individual areas of specialization.

However, all factors contributing to the operation of the

company needed to be carefully planned prior to the first

full company meeting on Monday, June 4. Thus, by mid-April,

each staff member began performing preparatory tasks. These

tasks were similar to those performed the previous season.

Dateline for June, 1979

At 10:00 a.m. on Monday, June 4, three days following

the termination of the 1978-79 school year, the June

operational schedule formally commenced. The dateline for

the month of June is as follows:

Monday, June 4 First full company meeting and formal
announcement of all activities.

Organized poster runs.

Rehearsals begin for Once Upon A
Mattress.

Instruction in shop safety rules and

company policies.

Technical construction begins for
Once Upon A Mattress.

Season program due to printer.

Tuesday, June 5 Choreography begins for Once Upon A
Mattress.

Photo call for publicity shots of all
company members.
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Wednesday, June 6

Thursday, June 7

Friday, June 8

Saturday, June 9

Sunday, June 10

Monday, June 11

First rehearsal of Once Upon a
Mattress orchestra.

Paid advertising begins in local
newspaper.

News coverage of first week
activities.

Auditions held for Blithe Spirit.

Set completion deadline for Once Upon
A Mattress.

Announcement of running crews for
Once Upon a Mattress.

Program information for Once Upon A
Mattress due to printer.

Callbacks held for Blithe Spirit.

Technical construction begins for
Blithe Spirit.

Announcement of cast for Blithe
Spirit.

First rehearsal of Once Upon A
Mattress on set.

Late night swimming party and dinner
for company members.

News coverage for Once Upon A Mattress

begins.

First reading of Blithe Spirit.

First rehearsal of Once Upon a

Mattress cast with orchestra.

Month of June declared Park Boulevard
Players' Month by Plano Mayor Jim
Edwards.
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Tuesday, June 12

Wednesday, June 13

Thursday, June 14

Friday, June 15

First reading of Blithe Spirit.

Audition material taught for Godspell.

Technical completion deadline for
Once Upon a Mattress.

First full technical and costume
rehearsal for Once Upon a Mattress.

Technical construction begins for
Godspell.

Final day of season ticket sales.

Additional news coverage for Once
Upon A Mattress, celebrating its
opening.

Opening night of Once Upon A Mattress.

After show reception for audience and
cast given by Plano Chamber of
Commerce Women's Division.

Rehearsals begin for Blithe Spirit.

Auditions held for Godspell.

Set completion deadline for Blithe
Spirit.

Announcement of running crews for
Blithe Spirit.

Program information for Blithe Spirit
due to printer.

Review of Once Upon A Mattress appears
in local newspaper.

Photo call for production shots of
Once Upon A Mattress.

Polish rehearsal for Once Upon A
Mattress.
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Saturday, June 16

Sunday, June 17

Monday, June 18

Tuesday, June 19

Wednesday, June 20

Thursday, June 21

Friday, June 22

Second performance of Once Upon A
Mattress.

Callbacks held for Godspell.

First rehearsal for Godspell orches-
tra.

Polish rehearsal for Once Upon A
Mattress.

Third performance of Once Upon A
Mattress.

Striking of Once Upon A Mattress set,
strike dinner, and erection of
Blithe Spirit set on stage.

News coverage begins for Blithe
Spirit.

Announcement of cast for Godspell.

First rehearsal of Blithe Spirit
on set.

Company business as usual.

Company business as usual.

Photo call for newspaper coverage.

Additional news coverage for Blithe
Spirit, celebrating its opening.

Opening night of Blithe Spirit.

After show reception for audience and
cast given by Plano Chamber of
Commerce Women's Division.

Additional rehearsal of Blithe
Spirit.

Set completion deadline for Godspell.
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Saturday, June 23

Sunday, June 24

Monday, June 25

Tuesday, June 26

Wednesday, June 27

Thursday, June 28

Announcement of running crews for

Godspell.

Program information for Godspell due
to printer.

Review of Blithe Spirit appears in
local newspaper.

Photo call for production shots of
Blithe Spirit.

Second performance of Blithe Spirit.

Choreography begins for Godspell.

Polish rehearsal for Blithe Spirit.

Third performance of Blithe Spirit.

Striking of the Blithe Spirit set,
strike dinner, and erection of
Godspell set on stage.

News coverage begins for Godspell.

Deadline for learning music for
Godspell.

First rehearsal of Godspell with
orchestra.

Company business as usual

Photo call for newspaper coverage.

Additional newspaper coverage for
Godspell, celebrating its opening.

Opening night of Godspell.

After show reception for audience and
cast given by Plano Chamber of
Commerce Women's Division.
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Friday, June 29

Saturday, June 30

Review of Godspell appears in local

newspaper.

Polish rehearsal for Godspell.

Second performance of Godspell.

Photo call for production shots of

GodspellI.

Polish rehearsal for Godspell.

Third performance of Godspell.

Striking of the Godspell set,
strike dinner, clean-up, storage of

all equipment and supplies, farewell
company party and goodbye.

Production Summary

Once Upn A Mattress

Selected to open the 1979 season, Once Upon A Mattress

fulfilled all mandated requirements. The show, presented

through special arrangement with Music Theatre International,

was written by Jay Thompson, Marshall Barer, and Dean Fuller

with music by Mary Rogers and lyrics by Marshall Barer. A

musical comedy spoof based on the age-old fairy tale of "The

Princess and the Pea," the show would be an ideal selection

for family viewing. It is filled with rollicking humor and

spritely songs that would require "fun" staging, dancing, and

singing and would involve audiences of all ages. It is

composed of a cast of zany characters that would easily bring

audiences to laughter. In addition, the show presents per-

formance and technical demands that could be met by company

members.
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The director and staff chose to present the show as a

cartoon-styled fairy tale. Characterizations would be

exaggerated and stereotyped, allowing performers creative

freedom. However, the show would be tightly staged and

directed. A moment-to-moment acting approach would be

stressed with emphasis on the creation of a believable

environment in which the cartoon-like characters would

exist. Therefore, a thorough character analysis of the

script would be required by performers. The staging of

musical numbers would be integrated into the overall style

of the show with choreography reinforcing the dramatic

action suggested by the lyrics. Singing would be well-

coached as the songs carry the story line of the show.

Technical aspects of the show would serve as supports

to the directoral concept. A single unit set would be

constructed, representing the interior of a cartoon castle.

The set would be composed of numerous levels, aiding stage

picturization. Using area lighting, different areas of the

set would be transformed into the many required scenes.

Special attention would be given costume design and construc-

tion to reinforce the cartoonish approach. Costumes would be

colorful and royally styled, retaining both elegance and

humor.

On Sunday, May 13, three weeks prior to the first

rehearsal, company members reported for auditions. Once Upon

A Mattress mandated a cast of ten principal characters,



including six men and four women, plus numerous chorus

members. Of the available roles, some did not require sing-

ing and dancing skills. However, all auditioning members

were required to sing, dance, and act. Members were divided

into groups of seven in order to expedite the process. The

musical director began by vocalizing each member. This was

followed by group instruction of a song from the show. Each

member was then required to sing a portion of the song. The

director led each group in improvisational games and warm-

ups for cold script readings. In addition, simple dance

combinations were taught, followed by group performances of

the learned dances. The director and musical director

emphasized the following criteria: (1) Vocal quality,

maturity, and flexibility; (2) Musicality; (3) Stage move-

ment; (4) Improvisation; (5) Comic timing; (6) Rhythm;

(7) Sensitivity to ensemble; (8) Ability to take direction.

In order to effectively stage the show, a large

ensemble was needed. This would provide many members per-

formance opportunities. However, some members were retained

for technical capacities. A cast of twenty-six was announced,

including fifteen men and eleven women.

Rehearsals were productive. The musical director

instructed and drilled the cast, some of whom were non-

singers, to ensure a polished musical performance. Choreo-

graphy occupied a large percentage of the rehearsal process.

However, staging was postponed until set construction was
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completed. Much time and effort was spent polishing intri-

cate dance steps on the multi-level set and numerous stairs.

Rehearsal clothes were worn by performers, and costumes, as

available, were checked out. The costumes, though effective,

were long and bulky, thus hindering movement. This resulted

in many costume rehearsals. Acting and character develop-

ment were coached, but more time was spent working movement.

Stage business was consistently drilled as polish was

necessary to maximize the incorporated comic devices.

The musical director contacted many local musicians

attempting to secure an effective volunteer orchestra. A

qualified Plano Senior High School student agreed to serve

as rehearsal and performance pianist. A total of thirteen

musicians were finally enlisted, representing brass, wood-

winds, and strings. The orchestra members rehearsed under

the direction of the musical director who was also the

orchestra conductor. The performance company rehearsed

with the orchestra four days prior to opening night.

The June 14 opening of Once Upon A Mattress was

successful based on the goals and objectives set forth by

the directors. The large opening night audience was recep-

tive to the production. As stated by Plano Daily Star

Courier reporter Diane Justice in her review of the opening

night performance, "'It's a cute show,' one audience member

commented Thursday night before rising to join the standing

ovation given The Park Boulevard Players" (3, p. A-6).

., .. ...
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Audience members were amused by the cartoonish approach as

it was funny and entertaining. Performances were good, but

in some cases singing was weak. This may have resulted

from weak orchestral accompaniment. However, in these cases

the acting skills were usually well developed and carried

the performances. Technical requirements ran smoothly. The

multilevel unit set was effective. It allowed smooth scene

transitions, aided by a well planned and operated light plot.

This contributed to the quick pacing of the show. The

opening night and subsequent performances gave The Park

Boulevard Players a positive beginning for the second season.

Blithe Spirit

Blithe Spirit, presented through special arrangement

with Samuel French, Incorporated, served as the second show

of the 1979 season. The director felt that this show should

offer variety to the season, both in company and audience

expectations. This variety would strengthen the educational

program while broadening the scope of offered entertainment.

It was felt that all involved should be exposed to merited

literature during the course of the season. It would need

to offer challenging, legitimate dramatic experiences for

company members, allowing the development of realistic

characters in conflict related situations. At the same time,

however, the selected literature would need to attract the

interests of the community in order to generate required box
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office receipts. It was felt that Blithe 'Spirit would ful-

fill these needs.

Because of the lack of available time and lack of

experience possessed by most company members, the directing

staff chose to alter production requirements. This was an

attempt to create a positive theatre experience and

realistic goals for the young performers. As explained in

a press release appearing in The Plano Daily Star Courier,

"updated by director John Steele from its original London

and 1940's setting and time period, the Players version is

set in modern times in the elite and sophisticated world of

New York high society" (4, p. A-l). The director felt that

the elegance, charm, and sophistication of Coward's British

humor could be transferred. This would eliminate obstacles

for the young performers. A period style and approach

would not be required, along with the added pressure of

developing required dialects. Instead, available time could

be used for character and scene study.

The show would be produced with the sophistication and

arrogance thought indicative of New York high society. A

realistic acting approach would be used with stress placed

on double entendre. Characterization through physicaliza-

tion would be incorporated in the directoral approach,

requiring special attention on body movement and usage. The

pacing of the show would require explanation and rehearsal.
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Being verbose, it could present traps for the young actors,

causing perf ormances to drag.

Technical aspects of production would reinforce the

directoral concept. A single interior, based on textual

mandates, would be constructed. It would contain four primary

acting areas in which to play different scenes. The set

would be lavishly decorated in contemporary styling. An

environment would be created appropriate for the super-

natural hilarity of the show, while retaining a sophisticated

arrogance. Properties and costumes would reinforce this

concept. Lights, sound, and special effects would also play

an important role in the success of the show.

Prior to auditions, members were given background

information concerning desired styling and characterization.

In addition, members received voice, movement, and delivery

coaching to aid preparations. Casting would require an

ensemble that understood word usage and double entendre. It

would necessitate an understanding of the Coward wit and

humor. Emphasis was placed on: (1) Vocal quality, maturity,

and flexibility; (2) Comic timing; (3) Stage movement, poise,

and presence; (4) Understanding of text; (5) Improvisation;

(6) Sensitivity to ensemble; (7) Ability to take direction.

The casting process was based on prepared duet scenes

assigned by the director. Auditioning members were read in

different combinations in order to discover the best ensemble

grouping. It was necessary to determine which combination
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of company members would best expedite the subtextually

written Coward dialogue. The show offered seven roles for

two men and five women. Upon completion of the audition

and callback process, a cast was announced. Six company

members previously cast in Once Upon A Mattress were again

assigned acting roles. However, the leading role of Madame

Arcati was given to an inexperienced young member. Although

lacking the obvious seasoning of other cast members, based

on her audition and look she remained the best choice.

Prior to the actual onstage rehearsal process, there

existed the necessity for all involved performers to share a

thorough understanding of the show. This resulted in lengthy

discussions and explanations of Coward dialogue, emphasizing

the use of wit and sarcasm. Actors were guided through

textual passages to ensure subtextual understanding. Textual

substitutions were given in order to establish the new locale

and time period. This involved a transfer of all dramatic

action to present day New York City. To ensure better tempo

and pacing, onstage movement was well planned and strategi-

cally implemented into the directoral approach. In addition,

comic devices were incorporated into stage business. However,

all staging was motivated by textual dramatic action.

Performers rehearsed well and accomplished positive results.

Lack of time, however, prevented polishing. In fact, company

members never experienced a complete technical run through

without stops. The integration of stage action with the

Rollow , -P 45, ml
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technical requirements presented time-consuming problems. On

the day of opening performance, lights, sound, and special

effects were still being incorporated.

The June 21 opening of Blithe Spirit was unfinished.

Even though involved company members adequately performed

the entire show, it was unpolished and substandard as based

on company expectations. This was noted by The Plano Star

Courier news editor Terri Anderson in her review of opening

night performance. However, the reviewer remained enter-

tained and offered encouragement. She stated that,

Thrust into an impossible situation, Coward's
characters respond with aplomb, exasperation and
hilarity, and it is this very British humor that
shines through and makes the 'Players' production
a delightful show despite some rather obvious
flaws in staging and preparation (5, p. A-6).

Audience members failed to notice these flaws, or overlooked

them, as they were receptive and complimentary. In fact,

there was a noted rise in ticket sales for the following

performance. However, cast and crew members utilized the

entire day following opening night for rehearsal, resulting

in a show-worthy production on Friday and Saturday evenings.

Godspell

Chosen as the remaining musical and final production

was Godspell, conceived by John-Michael Tebelak with music

and lyrics by Stephen Schwartz. The show, presented through

special arrangement with Theatre Maximus, had been previously

produced by the theatre director at Plano Senior High School
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theatre department three years earlier. This had proven both

educationally and financially profitable. However, pros and

cons for selection had to be weighed against company needs

and objectives for the upcoming season.

Welcomed by both performers and audiences, Godspell

offered a different approach to musical theatre. This would

differentiate it from the preceding season musical comedy,

an important factor to be considered. The text of the show

is subject to a broad scope of creative interpretation and

artistic choices, giving the director freedom in staging and

styling the production. In this respect, it is similar to

The Robber Bridegroom, produced successfully in the 1978

season. This freedom of interpretation and creative styling

would enable the use of varied talents within the company

which might not otherwise be afforded. It would also allow

the creative staging of multi-styled musical production

numbers. Innovation would not be limited by structure.

Instead, it could reinforce the overall theme of the show,

allowing flexibility. Such innovation could be implemented

in the season promotional campaign. Being a rock musical

based on the teachings of Jesus Christ, promotions could

target teens, families, and church groups. For these

reasons Godspell seemed an ideal selection for closing the

1979 season in terms of maximizing both company strengths

and audience reach.

.
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The production would be a colorful spectacle celebrat-

ing the teachings of "J. C." (Jesus Christ) as based on the

Gospel according to Matthew. The conception would be that

of children involved in playground activities as parabolic

lessons were being taught. The primary objective would be

to involve the audience in the action of the performances.

The entire theatre and house would be utilized as playing

areas with actors performing directly to the audience,

attempting to create an emphathetic rapport. Movement

would be fundamental to the directing approach, maximizing

picturization and fluidity, with playground activities

being depicted through pantomime, dance, and comic devices.

The integration of movement with technical supports would

increase the desired spectacle and heighten on-stage

moments. However, all staging would reinforce the textual

dramatic action. Singing would be well cast and executed but

not intended to overshadow other performance areas. It

was intended that the show would contain production-stopping

musical numbers that would support the over theme of the

show and not exist independently.

Technical aspects of production would remain simple

but dynamic, reinforcing the directoral concept. A cross-

shaped stage would be constructed as a primary acting area,

representing the expected climactic crucifixion. It would

would be raked towards the audience and span the entire

length and breadth of the proscenium arch, jutting into the
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first four rows of audience seating. Colorful lighting

would assist performers in creating appropriate moods and

scene transitions. However, area lighting would be funda-

mental in directing on-stage audience focus, thus reinforcing

the movement of dramatic action. Costumes would be indica-

tive of "dress-up" play clothes worn by children, remaining

colorful, mismatched, and humorous. They would be predicated

by the characters wearing them, such as J. C. wearing a

Superman insignia to symbolize his omnipotence. However,

costume construction would be minimized by pulling appropriate

items from stock, thus allowing needed time for rehearsal

and set construction.

The director and staff agreed that all company members

would be cast. Being educationally based, it was felt that

on-stage exposure and training should be provided for each

member, rather than a select few. This would boost morale

and provide performance opportunities for all company

members. In addition, this would make possible the multi-

talented ensemble necessary to fulfill production goals.

However, this decision greatly minimized the technical work

force as a majority of the members were usually called for

rehearsal. Therefore, the company work day was lengthened.

Included in the script are the roles of J. C. and his

disciples. In order to incorporate all thirty-five company

members into the show, a chorus was created by the director.

Speaking lines and singing parts were assigned to chorus

,
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members to effectively integrate them into the action of

the script. The chorus would be included in the staging of

all production numbers and group scenes. However, intimate

on-stage moments would involve only J. C. and his disciples,

played by both men and women. This would allow the incorpo-

ration of a large ensemble while retaining the required

intimacy. In addition, this would allow the director more

flexibility in the creative staging and styling of the

production. However, this decision minimized the technical

work force as a majority of the members were usually called

for rehearsal. Therefore the company work day was length-

ened.

The casting process for Godspell was based on prepared

individual singing auditions selected and assigned by the

musical director, and improvisational acting and dance

auditions conducted by the director. The following criteria

needed to be met: (1) Vocal quality, maturity, and

flexibility; (2) Musicality; (3) Stage movement and presence;

(4) Improvisation; (5) Rhythm; (6) Sensitivity to ensemble;

(7) Ability to take direction. Since the staff had agreed

to cast all members, the audition became a process of

determining the most advantageous placement of each member

into a role that would benefit the overall production. Upon

completion of the audition and callback process, cast assign-

ments were announced.
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Rehearsals for Godspell were lengthy and exacting, but

generally enjoyable, due primarily to the nature of the

script. The show was cast on Friday, June 15, providing

twelve available rehearsal days. It should be noted,

however, that by this time rehearsals were running behind

schedule of Blithe Spirit. This factor prevented Godspell

rehearsals from beginning until Saturday, June 23. However,

music was learned by Sunday, June 24. Music was more

easily learned than that of Once Upon A Mattress, as company

members enjoyed the varied musical styles.

Acting rehearsals began with the leading characters

improvising and exploring possible textual performance

interpretations. Much attention was given to the staging

of production numbers as the effective incorporation of

thirty-five performers required careful instruction and

polish. Explanations of choreographed movement were given

to aid the performers with audience communication and

production continuity. To increase ensemble interaction and

establish effective audience rapport, believability, honesty,

and sensitivity were stressed in character development.

The June 28 opening of Godspell ran smoothly with all

involved displaying well-rehearsed and polished performances.

The overall result of the production was the intended mix-

ture of spectacle and celebration. As reporter Diane

Justice commented in her opening night review in The Plano

Daily Star Courier, "the rock musical is well acted, well

..
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choreographed and brilliantly produced. In short, it is

everything the repertory company has been striving for in

the past two years and should be used as a measure of success

for future productions" (6, p. A-9).

The opening night show, although not as polished as the

two subsequent performances of Godspell, had achieved all

directoral goals. It was a thoroughly entertaining and

stage-worthy production. Audiences were receptive and grew

in number each evening.

Fiscal Accountability

The estimated expenses projected in the 1979 budget

submitted by the director to the Plano Independent School

District Board of Trustees in the proposal to reinstate the

program totaled $19,300.00 (8, p. 3). This figure represents

an increase of $3,440.00 in projected spending based on the

1978 season (8, p. 3). It should be noted that $10,000.00

of this projected figure would be granted by the school

district as an in-kind service for utilities expenses, pri-

marily electricity. This reduced the estimated amount that

the company would be accountable for to $9,300.00, a $440.00

increase above the proposed 1978 amount of $8,860..00 (8,

p. 3). The following is an itemization of the estimated

expenses as they appear in the proposal:
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TABL VIII

PROPOSED E PENDITURES
FOR THE 1 79 SEASON*

Paid Staff:

Director
Technical Director
Musical Director
Cos tumiere
Business Manager

Subtotal

Materials:

Lumber
Fabric
Paint
Printing
Royalties/Scripts
Miscellaneous

Subtotal

$1, 200.00
600.00
400.00
400.00
400.00

$2,200.00
400.00
400.00
700.00

1,600.00
,2000'.'00

Utilities:

Electricity (based on electric
bill from June, 1978),

Total

$3, 000.00

6,300.00

10,000.00

$19,300.00

*(8, p. 3)

To generate the necessary income, tickets would be sold.

Prices would remain consistent with those of the preceding

season. Individual tickets would be sold separately at

$3.50, and season ticket packets would be sold at $9.50.

The packets would extend to the purchaser a $1.00 savings

plus the convenience of acquiring tickets for all three shows

at once, choice theatre seating, and the assurance of

identical and familiar seating for each show.

I

I-W-w I 4.Aw--
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According to the summary financial statement recorded

by the business manager and submitted to the company

director at the termination of the season, the expenditures

incurred by the company are as follows:

TABLE IX

ACTUAL EXPENDITURES FOR
THE 1979 SEASON*

Paid Staff:

Director
Technical Director
Musical Director
Costumiere
Business Manager

Subtotal

$1, 200.00
600.00
400.00
400.00
400.00

$3,000.00

Materials:

Lumber
Paint
Printing
Royalties/Scripts
Costumes
Mis cellaneous

Subtotal

Total

$1,247.38
382.61
200 .00

2,297.00
1,071.50
1,530.82

6,792.27

$9,729.37

* (l)

The category containing the projected expenditures for fabric

was included by the business manager with miscellaneous

expense in actual expenditures. It should be noted that the

costume expense was absorbed through individual payments by

those company members cast in shows. This policy had been
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implemented in the 1978 season, proving successful in

decreasing spending costs. This reduced the total amount

of actual company expenditures to $8,657.81, remaining

$642.19 below the $9,300.00 figures in the proposed budget.

According to the figures of projected income for the

summer season, a potential revenue of $18,900.00 existed,

based on 100% attendance at $3.50 per person. Based on a

more realistic projection of 75% attendance, a potential

revenue of $14,175.00 existed (8, p. 4). Earned revenue

based on 75% attendance would more than adequately cover

all incurred company deficits. In order to financially

break even, the company would be required to sell a minimum

of 979 season tickets at $9.50 resulting in a total of

$9,300.50 or 296 individual tickets per performance at $3.50

yielding a total of $9,324.00.

The actual income earned from box office receipts

totaled $9,337.26 (1), a larger amount than the projected

requirement of $9,300.50 needed to break even. This figure

represents the sale of 190 season ticket packets resulting

in $1,805.00 and 2,152 individual tickets totaling $7,532.00,

yielding a net profit of $679.45.

Listed on the following page is a summation of ticket

sales and box office receipts per performance for the 1979

season as documented by the business manager (1). (See

Table X, page 114.) It should be noted that the 1979 season
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saw an increase in sales from the previous year by 111

season ticket packets and 1,221 individual tickets. It

should also be noted that performance attendance was not

necessarily predicated by the number of tickets sold, as

often times ticket purchasers failed to attend performances.

This occurred with greater frequency in the 1979 season than

the premiere season, perhaps because of large numbers of

ticket blocks sold to businesses and industry that may not

have been distributed. Of interest also is the fact that

the closing musical comedy production drew the largest

audiences, with the opening musical comedy production draw-

ing the next largest audiences and the Noel Coward comedy

attracting the fewest in numbers.

In conclusion, the summary financial statement for the

1979 season includes the following information:

(1) Proposed expenditures: $9,300.00

(2) Actual expenditures: $8,657.81.

(3) Under proposed budget: $642.19

(4) Proposed break-even income (based on sale of
979 season ticket packets): $9,300.50.

(5) Actual income: $9,337.26.

(6) Community reach: 2,722.

(7) Remaining profit: $679.45
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Evaluation and Recommendations

The June, 1979, season continued to establish a positive

theatre environment for Plano community high school students.

As was also concluded from the 1978 season, it is obvious

once again that these young artists do possess the talent,

maturity, and tenacity needed to fulfill the required demands.

It is also evident from the fifteen returning company members

that a number of students desire such a program of concen-

tration and commitment, realizing the afforded educational

and performance opportunities. Based on exposure to and

hands-on participation in most phases of theatre performance

and production, this concentration provided students with

realistic measures of personal strengths, potentials, weak-

nesses, and limitations. It increased awareness of the

required self-discipline and commitment while positively

reinforcing newly-developing skill and talent.

Unlike the previous year, the 1979 season was modeled

after a program of known variables. These provided resource-

ful foundations. Program organizing and planning reflected

the strengths and improved on weaknesses of the previous

season. Operational company procedures were afforded

greater efficiency in terms of programming and time manage-

ment. Thus, examination of the 1978 season served as a

useful guide for the implementation of the 1979 season.

Emphasis in company management was placed on financial

accountability. Having incurred a $2,824.24 deficit the
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previous year, future program renewal was dependent upon a

balance of earned income and company expenditures. In an

attempt to generate the required income, a vigorous promo-

tional campaign was initiated in early April, targeting

potential Plano community theatre goers. This measure, along

with the selection of commercially known show titles, includ-

ing two family oriented musical comedies, generated the

required box office revenues. These resulted in a net season

profit of $679.45. This profit margin would allow future

program renewal.

Community involvement and support greatly increased,

indicating both a need and an interest in such a program.

Reactions to the performed shows, based on professionally

written newspaper reviews and audience commentaries, were

positive and encouraging. Active participation by civic

groups and prominent citizens initiated greater public

interest. Community reach increased from 1,000 during the

1978 season to a total of 2,722 for the 1979 season. This

resulted in growing community awareness and acceptance.

Based on the summary financial statement and other

gathered data, the following conclusions can be drawn as

recommendations for the ensuing season:

(1) Ticket prices should be increased.

(2) Greater emphasis should be placed on the advantages

of season ticket packets.

(3) Commercially known shows should continue to be

produced.
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(4) A maximum of one musical comedy should be produced
within the limited time schedule to ensure
efficient program scheduling.

(5) Adult performers should be utilized in productions
on a minimal level to lend additional credibility
and educational exposure for younger members.

(6) Targeted promotional advertising campaigns should
be continued.

(7) -An experienced promotional and marketing business
manager should be hired.

(8) More community involvement should be secured for
promotional and marketing support.
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CHAPTER IV

OUTLAY OF THE 1981 SEASON

The 1981 season represents a continuation of The Park

Boulevard Players as a firmly established and integrated

theatre program within the Plano Independent School District

and the Plano community. The company had become well-

respected among Plano civic groups and the Plano community

at large. In July, 1979, following the termination of the

1979 season, Plano Mayor Jim Edwards presented the director

a plaque commending The Park Boulevard Players for cultural

contributions to the Plano community. It was assumed by

the community that The Park Boulevard Players would continue

to serve the city of Plano, offering annual theatre enter-

tainment. However, due to scheduling conflicts of the

company director, along with additional professional and

educational commitments, it became impossible to offer a

1980 season.

Preseason Planning

As previously required, it was again necessary to

submit an updated proposal to the Plano Independent School

District Board of Trustees. On Tuesday, January 20, the

director entertained discussion from board members, primarily

concerning the absence of a 1980 season. They were

120
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supportive in its reinstatement, giving unanimous approval

and again agreeing to provide the facility, custodial

expenses, and utility costs for the program. On Monday,

February 9, it was formally announced that The Park Boulevard

Players would again be initiated during June, 1981.

Planning for the 1981 season was confidently approached

by the director. Having successfully met all program goals

and objectives during the 1978 and 1979 seasons through

experimentation and supposition, the director had acquired

an affirmative approach to planning. Little guesswork was

required even though alterations would be mandated by the

new season. However, based on prior records, the planning

process would be maximized in terms of efficiency and time

management.

The dateline for preseason planning of the 1981 season

is as follows:

Tuesday, January 20 Approval of the proposal for

Monday, February 9

Monday, February 16

Wednesday, March 4

Friday, March 20

Saturday, April 25

Sunday, April 26

implementation of The Park Boulevard
Players by the Board of Trustees.

Public announcement of The Park
Boulevard Players.

Research begins for additional
funding sources.

Deadline for the selection of the
administrative production staff.

Deadline for show selection.

Auditions held for company membership.

Additional auditions held for company
membership.
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Friday, May 1 Letters of acceptance or rejection
mailed to all applicants.

Monday, May 11 Deadline for receiving all company
contracts and stipend applications.

Friday, May 15 Season ticket drive begins.

Saturday, May 16 Auditions held for Wait Until Dark.

The selection process for the administrative production

staff was similar to those of the previous seasons. The

director again sought individuals with whom he was personally

acquainted and whose work he respected. The following were

selected to serve as professional staff members:

(1) Technical Director - Sean Henningan - Sean was

presently completing his freshman year at The University of

Texas as a theatre major. He had been a member of the two

previous Park Boulevard Players companies and possessed a

thorough understanding of company policies and procedures.

His knowledge of technical theatre was thorough, and he was

an effective leader.

(2) Business Manager - Ida Wellsman - Ida was employed

as a Plano Senior High School theatre arts instructor.

During the school year, she served as business manager for

the department. She had served as a volunteer public

relations specialist during the previous season and had been

instrumental in developing a successful marketing approach

for the company to local industry and businesses. She was a

community leader and active in many civic organizations.
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(3) Costumiere - Heather Kendall - Heather was a

graduating senior member of the Plano Senior High School

theatre arts department. She had previously served as

costume designer and costume mistress for departmental

productions. Her designs had been effective.

(4) Musical Director - Wanda Spreen - Wanda had

served as musical director during the previous season. She

possessed a degree in theatre from Bennington College and

was a veteran stage actress. She was an accomplished

pianist and had taught voice to local theatre students.

The director realized the yearly growth in company

planning procedures necessary to fulfill required company

goals and objectives. As the multifaceted program became

more successful each year, additional requirements were

placed on the director in terms of managerial, educational,

and artistic planning. Thus, it became necessary to create

a new job description that would relieve and assist the

director. This resulted in restructuring the description of

business manager, delegating to the business manager all

fiscal and public relations responsibilities, as well as

artistic input. In short, the business manager would work

directly with the director in all policy development with

the director retaining final authority.

Staff members were hired by the Plano Independent School

District as part-time instructors. Each accepted full

responsibility for the assigned area, continuing to
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communicate with the director and business manager to ensure

program consistency.

From sixty auditioning individuals, a company of thirty-

three were chosen. The audition process, requiring

Saturday, April 25, and Sunday, April 26, was conducted

identically to those of the previous seasons. Of the thirty-

three chosen, there were no adults, nine recently graduated

Plano Senior High School seniors, sixteen currently enrolled

Plano Senior High School students, and five currently

enrolled Plano East Senior High School students. Also

included were three former Plano Senior High School theatre

students presently studying theatre at Carnegie-Mellon

University and Baylor University. Six of the thirty-three

members were returning members, having participated in a

previous season. This would mark the third participating

summer for those returning college students presently

enrolled at Carnegie-Mellon and Baylor universities.

(See Table XI, page 125.)

Letters were immediately mailed to all who had

auditioned informing them of the auditors' decisions. Those

individuals receiving acceptance letters also received

contracts that were to be signed and returned to the director

or business manager no later than Monday, May 11.

In an attempt to accommodate graduated students who

wished to participate in the company but required financial

support, a stipend/scholarship program was initiated. This
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program would offer limited stipends for graduated company

members in need of financial assistance. Selection would be

made by the director and business manager based on applica-

tion, personal financial statement, and two character

references. Stipend applications were mailed with contracts

and were to be returned to the director or business manager

no later than Monday, May 11 (See Appendix G).

From the company, the technical director chose three

assistants. This policy was extended from the 1978 and

1979 seasons, after having been proven successful. It

would give potential company leaders additional opportunities

of developing leadership skills while assisting in company

administration. These students were chosen on the basis

of leadership potential and expertise of skills within the

chosen areas.

Having chosen not to produce a 1980 season, it was

felt that the lapse in program continuity might negatively

affect the 1981 promotional campaign. It was felt that the

Plano community might have forgotten the success and positive

impact of the program during the 1978 and 1979 seasons.

Therefore, it was necessary to begin an affirmative public

relations effort. This began with an early announcement of

the reinstatement of the program in early February through

local media. Other promotional measures included the

following:
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(1) Early March - Handbills were distributed through

the Plano Chamber of Commerce, The First National Bank, and

civic organizations. These handbills contained audition

information explaining the program philosophy and structure

in an attempt to interest prospective members and supporters.

(2) Saturday, May 16 - Park Boulevard Players members

began a season ticket sales drive. Participation was

required by all company members. Each member was individually

responsible for taking ticket orders, collecting money, and

distributing season ticket packets. A minimum total of

thirty sales per member was suggested.

(3) Saturday, May 23.- Members of the Plano Senior High

School theatre department muscial comedy/dance company

performed at a major fund-raising event for the Plano

Service League. Brochures were distributed for the upcoming

season, and an announcement was made.

(4) Tuesday, May 26 - Fifteen hundred brochures or

flyers were distributed at two major community functions and

also mailed throughout the community.

(5) Monday, June 1 - Five hundred posters were hand-

delivered throughout the community by company members. The

professionally printed posters contained all necessary

promotional and sales information.

(6) Targeted dates in May and June - Additional

coverage featuring season productions, including articles

and photos, appeared in The Plano Daily Star Courier and
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the Richardson Daily News. Listing in theatre guides and

community calendars appeared in The Plano Daily Star Courier

and The Dallas Morning News.

(7) Targeted dates in May and June - Radio public

service spots were given with announcement of current

productions and ticket information.

(8) Targeted dates in May and June - The First National

Bank carried public service information about the productions

on its electronic sign.

(9) Targeted dates Paid advertising appeared in

The Plano Daily Star Courier purchased by a local business.

(10) Targeted June dates - Three local florists provided

floral arrangements for the foyer during the three weeks of

production.

(11) Targeted June dates - Complimentary tickets were

provided for senior citizens on Thursday and Friday nights

of performances.

(12) Targeted June dates - All company members and staff

wore t-shirts to publicize The Park Boulevard Players.

The director and business manager began researching

additional and alternative sources of potential program fund-

ing in order to maximize company financial security. The

following measures were taken to secure start-up money for

the 1981 season:

(1) Friday, January 9 - Based on recommendations from

Plano cultural arts groups, the director and business manager
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met with the Grant Librarian at the Dallas Public Library for

an evaluation critique of The Park Boulevard Players

proposal.

(2) Saturday, June 10 - The director and business

manager researched appropriate funding sources at the Dallas

Public Library for programs such as The Park Boulevard

Players.

(3) Monday, January 12 - The director and business

manager decided to seek local funding sources for the 1981

season; state and federal funding requests would be considered

for the 1982 season.

(4) Wednesday, January 14 - An official request was

submitted for funding to the Plano Service League.

(5) Thursday, January 29 - An official request was

submitted for funding to the Plano Cultural Arts Council.

(6) Thursday, February 12 - The Plano Cultural Arts

Council awarded a grant to The Park Boulevard Players in

the amount of $2,500.00.

(7) Thursday, March 12 - The Plano Service League

awarded a grant to The Park Boulevard Players in the amount

of $900.00.

(8) Thursday, June 11 - The Plano Service League

awarded an additional grant to The Park Boulevard Players in

the amount of $2,000.00.

(9) Wednesday, June 24 - The Plano Cultural Arts
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Council awarded an additional grant to The Park Boulevard

Players in the amount of $1,000.00.

The process of show selection was primarily based on

the same criteria as the 1978 and 1979 seasons. Conclusions

drawn from information gathered in the 1979 season summary

financial statement indicated that more commercially known

shows attracted larger audiences, especially musical comedies.

However, the lack of sufficient available preparation time

for two musical productions had created problems during the

1979 season. Therefore, the consensus among staff was to

produce a season similar in structure to the 1978 premiere

season but with more commercially known titles.

Show selection was announced on Friday, March 20. An

early announcement prior to company auditions was made in

order to acquaint prospective company members with show

titles before commitments were made. The shows comprising

the 1981 season would be, in order of production, Wait Until

Dark, a popular murder mystery; Black Comedy, a light comedy;

and the popular musical Grease.

The director and business manager chose to cast the

opening show prior to the June season. This policy had been

implemented during the past two seasons and had proven

advantageous in scheduling and time management. On Sunday,

May 16, company members were called to the theatre in groups

of eleven where they auditioned for parts. The following

week cast members were notified, and scripts were issued.

.. _.
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Monday, June 1

Tuesday, June 2

Wednesday, June 3

Thursday, June 4

Friday, June 5

Saturday, June 6

Sunday, June 7

Dateline for June, 1981

First full company meeting and formal
announcement of all activities.

Organized poster runs.

Rehearsals begin for Wait Until Dark.

Instruction in shop safety rules and
company policies.

Technical construction begins for Wait
Until Dark.

Season program due to printer.

Photo call for publicity shots of all
company members.

Paid advertising begins in local news-
paper.

News coverage of first week activities.

Company business as usual.

Set completion deadline for Wait Until
Dark.

Announcement of running crews for

Wait Until Dark.

Program information for Wait Until Dark

due to printer.

Auditions held for Black Comedy.

Technical construction begins for Black
Comedy.

Late night swimming party and dinner for

company members.

News coverage for Wait Until Dark begins.

Callbacks held for Black -Coindy.
First rehearsal of Grease orchestra.

- -
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Monday, June 8

Tuesday, June 9

Wednesday, June 10

Thursday, June 11

Friday, June L2

Saturday, June 13

Sunday, June 14

Month of June declared Park Boulevard
Players' Month by Plano Mayor Jim
Edwards.

First reading of Black Comedy.

Technical completion deadline for Wait
Until Dark.

First full technical and costume
rehearsal for Wait Until Dark.

Audition material taught for Grease.

Final day of season ticket sales.

Additional news coverage for Wait Until
Dark, celebrating its opening.

Opening night of Wait Until Dark.

Rehearsals begin for Black Comedy.

Set completion deadline for Black Comedy.

Announcement of running crews for Black
Comedy.

Program information for Black Comedy due
to printer.

Photo call for production shots of Wait
Until Dark.

Polish rehearsal for Wait Until Dark.

Second performance of Wait Until Dark.

Auditions held for Grease.

Polish rehearsal for Wait Until Dark.

Third performance of Wait Until Dark.

Striking of Wait Until Dark set, strike
dinner, and erection of Black Comedy set
on stage.

News coverage begins for Black Comedy.

Callbacks held for Grease.

WARWJ W#JAM NAM a 0 W*00-,4
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Monday, June 15

Tuesday, June 16

Wednesday, June 17

Thursday, June 18

Friday, June 19

Saturday, June 20

Sunday, June 21

Monday, June 22

Tuesday, June 23

Wednesday, June 24

First rehearsal of Black Comedy on set.

Announcement of, cast for Grease.

Technical completion deadline for
Black Comedy.

Photo call for newspaper coverage.

First full technical and costume
rehearsal for Black Comedy.

Additional news coverage for Black
Comedy, celebrating its opening.

Opening night of Black Comedy.

Rehearsals begin for Grease.

Set completion deadline for Grease.

Announcement of running crews for Grease.

Program information for Grease due to
printer.

Photo call for production shots of Black
Comedy.

Second performance of Black Comedy.

Polish rehearsal for Black Comedy.

Third performance of Black Comedy.

Striking of the Black Comedy set, strike
dinner, and erection of Grease set on
stage.

News coverage begins for Grease.

First rehearsal of Grease on set.

First rehearsal of Grease cast with
orchestra.

Company business as usual.

Photo call for newspaper coverage.

NOW *a WAW
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Thursday, June 25

Friday, June 26

Saturday, June 27

Technical completion deadline for Grease.

First full technical and costume rehear-,
sal for Grease.

Additional newspaper coverage for Grease,
celebrating its opening.

Opening night of Grease.

Polish rehearsal for Grease.

Second performance of Grease.

Photo call for production shots of
Grease.

Polish rehearsal for Grease.

Third performance of Grease.

Striking of the Grease set, strike dinner,
clean-up, storage of all equipment and
supplies, farewell company party and
goodbye.

Production Summary

Wait Until Dark

The play Wait Until Dark was selected by the director to

open the 1981 season. Produced through special arrangement

with Dramatists Play Service, Incorporated, the play written

by Frederik Knott was chosen as the season premiere for

several reasons. Labeled a mystery play, it possessed enter-

tainment qualities that audiences would readily enjoy,

including suspense, intrigue, and humor. It would afford the

acting ensemble multidimensional characters in varied rela-

tionships. This would provide the chosen actors with

opportunities of creating and developing realistic and
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believable characterizations while working in mystical

conflict situations. Challenges would be afforded the actors

without the concerns of period stylization which were 
con-

siderations of previous opening productions. Technical

supports would be challenging for the young company, yet

simple, allowing lead time for other preparatory tasks. In

addition, the show was well known to audiences. It had been

released as a film and had been broadcast numerous times on

television. Thus, it was felt that the show would adequately

meet all production requirements.

The production staff agreed to a realistic approach. 
A

believable environment would be created in order to draw the

audience into the dramatic action of the text. Being a

suspenseful mystery, it was felt that production success

would be dependent upon character identification with

audience members. This would allow the audience participa-

tion in the chain of events leading to the major plot climax,

thereby ensuring them an empathetic rapport with the involved

actors. The show would be directed as a mystery with ele-

ments of surprise, comedy, and horror.

The casting process for Wait Until Dark was based on

cold readings of duet scenes as assigned and appointed by

the director. Parts were available for six men, one woman,

and one girl with most of the action revolving around the

female lead who played the part of a blind ingenue. There-

fore, ensemble casting was based on those combinations

i A MOM-
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depending upon the selected leading lady. In casting, the

director emphasized the following criteria: (1) Vocal

quality, maturity, and flexibility; (2) Stage movement and

presence; (3) Understanding of text; (4) Improvisation;

(5) Sensitivity to ensemble; (6) Ability to take direction.

Upon completion of the audition and callback process, 
cast

assignments were announced. The cast was comprised of seven

student company members and one returning college 
member

who was participating in his third season with The Park

Boulevard Players.

Rehearsals went according to schedule with the per-

formers, both individually and collectively, exploring

character relationships. The performers, having been cast

several weeks prior to the first rehearsal, had been given

ample opportunity of analyzing and researching assigned

characters. Time and effort were given to creating and

developing an honest approach to character growth. Emphasis

was placed on beginnings and endings of scenes 
and the rela-

tionships of those characters within them. The director

carefully blocked all action and business in order to ensure

physical balance and picturization as well 
as motivated

movement throughout the acting ensemble. Special attention

was given to the tempo and pacing of the show to aid 
in

the creation of intrigue and suspense. Actors were instructed

in specific rhythmical changes of the dramatic action to
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heighten the elements of surprise. Along with the technical

director and running crews, the director attended to the

integration of sound, incidental music, and lighting to

heighten the created moods and reinforce pacing.

The June 12 opening of Wait Until Dark was successful 
in

achieving production goals. As stated by the director in the

Wednesday, June 10, issue of The Plano Daily Star Courier,

"the show will offer audiences fun entertainment, including

humor, suspense, and surprise.)" (1, p. A-1). The newspaper,

although offering ample news coverage, was unable to review

the production due to lack of available personnel 
and

scheduling conflicts. However, audience members were recep-

tive to the show and offered encouragement to the company.

The opening night performance ran smoothly with all performers

displaying well-rehearsed and polished performances. 
The

overall result of the production was the intended suspenseful

intrigue and audience involvement. Personal commentaries

from opening night viewers resulted in larger audience sizes

during the subsequent performances. Each of the ensuing

performances was preceded by polishing rehearsals, 
and each

improved in both quality of performance and production 
and

in audience appeal.

Black Comedy

Black Comedy, produced through special arrangement with

Samuel French, Incorporated, was chosen as the second season
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offering. The Peter Shaffer farce was selected to precede

the closing musical comedy because it was written in one act

and required only eight cast members. These factors would

reduce both performance and technical requirements, allowing

additional preparatory time for the upcoming large scale

musical production. Black Comedy, though less known than the

other season productions, would lend variety to the 1981

season in terms of both company challenge and audience view-

ing. A farcical production style would be required, therefore

offering variety to the previously produced realistic Wait

Until Dark. It would also offer a relaxed company environ-

ment, contrasting the tense and exhausting rehearsals of

the previous show. In addition, it was felt by the directors

that the hilarious comedic plot and farcical situations

would be well received by audiences and that company versa-

tility would be noticed. This would lend a degree of

credibility to the company in the eyes of the viewing

audience.

The directoral staff chose to produce the show in

accordance with the stage directions and notes furnished

throughout the text by the author. As this guidance was

written by Shaffer as a supplement to the text, it was felt

by the director that adherence to these staging suggestions

would benefit the continuity of textual action. The show

would be directed as a comedic farce with exaggerated

character development remaining honest and believable.

. -
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Carefully planned stage business and choreographed 
patterns

of movement would be drilled and polished. This would

further the farcical development of production as well 
as

ensure stage balance and picturization. British dialect

would be coached by the director, emphasizing a subtle but

consistently approached delivery. Special attention would

be given to improvisation with properties and set pieces,

offering constancy in dramatic action and character develop-

ment.

All technical aspects of the production would be of a

realistic nature that would serve as supports for the

directorial approach. An interior of a London apartment

would be constructed and decorated to create an environment

indicative of the young artistic free spirit. Lighting

designs would require careful planning in order to reinforce

the underlying theme of on-stage acting in darkness.

The casting process for Black Comedy was based on

prepared readings of duet scenes from the show as assigned

and appointed by the director. Company members were given

background information concerning plot, characterization, and

directoral approach. This was supplemented by a discussion

of those acting skills and character traits that the auditor

would be seeking. Company members received coaching in

vocal production and appropriate "British" delivery prior to

the auditions. The cast would be comprised of eight charac-

ters, consisting of five men and three women. Criteria to

::,. :,_ ,, ,-;..:.: .,..:-_ ,.n, .. :a... _:.: ;.. -. , .. : .,s.. .,...-... a_" y:,..,-<ar rr u:tuat y;;- -: .- ,,. >r : a al i _ _ - - -
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be considered by the director would include: (1) Vocal

quality, maturity, and flexibility; (2) Stage presence;

(3) Improvisation; (4) Understanding of text; (5) Comic

timing; (6) Sensitivity; (7) Listening skills; (8) Ability

to take direction. It had been previously agreed that the

cameo role of Georg Bamberger, a German entrepreneur, would

be assumed by North Texas State University Drama Professor

Dr. Stanley K. Hamilton. Upon completion of the audition

and callback process, cast assignments were announced.

Except for three of the assigned cast members, all were

returning to the stage in their second role after having been

cast in Wait Until Dark.

Rehearsals for Black Comedy were productive and relaxed.

The acting ensemble worked as a unit, exploring performance

alternatives within the textual framework. Much time was

given to stage business and blocking in order to reinforce

the intended farcical stylization. Actors were carefully

instructed and drilled in working in "darkness," as the

production success was dependent upon on-stage believability.

Comedic devices such as "double takes" and slapstick were

employed as a reinforcement to the farcical situations.

Characterizations were founded upon a caricature approach

with believability and honesty receiving primary emphasis.

The director worked closely with the technical director and

running crews to ensure integration of acting, stylization,

and required technical employments of lights and sound.
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The June 18 opening of Black Comedy was entertaining.

Although on-stage timing occasionally lacked continuity, the

overall success of the on-stage farcical situations were

enjoyed by audience members as was displayed by their immense

laughter and response. Many audience members were unfamiliar

with the show and, in spite of the ample press coverage, were

unsure of its entertainment value. Probably for this reason,

attendance was less than it had been for Wait Until Dark.

However, by the third performance audience size had grown.

Again, no reviews were given the opening night performance

in local newspapers. Yet, thorough coverage, including a

full page of production photographs, did appear in the

Wednesday, June 17, issue of The Plano Daily Star Courier

(2, p. A-10).

Grease

The final production of the 1981 season was Grease.

Written by Jim Jacobs and Warren Casey, it was produced

through special arrangement with Samuel French, Incorporated.

The show was selected for several reasons. After enjoying

recent Broadway and film acclaim, it would be very familiar

to prospective audience members. It was felt that this .

familiarity would broaden the audience reach for the 1981

season. In addition to the returning patrons, the show

would attract a younger audience, resulting in family atten-

dance. This would generate larger ticket sales and ensure
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more probability of season financial success. It was also

felt that such a well-known and liked musical comedy would

financially enable the production of the less known Black

Comedy, negating any deficit that might be incurred.

The directors felt that Grease would serve as an ideal

final season production for involved company members.

Although lacking literary merit, the show does contain

numerous "rock and roll" musical numbers and a plot line

that is both fun and entertaining. The involved charac-

terizations would be within similar age ranges of company

members. The conflict incidents within the plot would be

identifiable by the company members, in contrast to the

previous productions. Grease would allow performance

opportunities for all members, an important factor in

creating positive company morale. This policy had been

employed during the 1978 and 1979 seasons and proved effec-

tive.

The show would be produced as a light and lively remi-

nescent look at the teenage world of the late 1950's.

It would center around numerous "rock and roll" production

numbers that would be highly staged and choreographed. The

musical numbers, being the mainstay of the plot line, would

receive more rehearsal attention than spoken dialogue.

However, emphasis would be placed on the creation of believ-

able characterizations.
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The director and staff chose to stage the show within

the framework of a unit setting very similar to that of the

Broadway production. This setting would include multi-level

platform and step units that would represent different

locales required by the script, aided by lighting and stage

properties. As numerous scenes are required, this would

lessen technical production complications. An actual auto-

mobile would be secured to serve as "Greased Lightening,"

a central thematic requirement. This employment would con-

tribute to the production spectacle. Every effort would be

made by the company to ensure versatility and variety of

production implementations, increasing audience appeal.

The cast of characters includes students of the ficti-

tious "Rydell High School" and their English teacher, Miss

Lynch. In view of the numerous roles to be cast and

attempting to create an innovative publicity angle, a retired

Plano Senior High School theatre arts department chairman

was cast in the role of the teacher. This utilization of

adult talent from the community had been used during the

1978 season, proving effective. It was felt that such an

employment would increase the educational value of the

rehearsal and production experience for those younger company

members.

The casting process for Grease was based on prepared

individual singing auditions selected and assigned by the

musical director and improvisational acting and dance
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auditions conducted by the director. Special attention was

given to the individual auditions concerning voice type 
and

movement style as it was fundamental that correct period

styles receive on-stage focus. The following criteria were

emphasized in the casting process; (1) Vocal quality,

maturity, and flexibility; (2) Musicality; (3) Stage move-

ment and presence; (4) Improvisation; (5) Rhythm; (6)

Sensitivity to ensemble; (7) Ability to take direction.

Since the production staff had previously agreed that all

members would be cast, the audition became a process of

determining the most advantageous placement of each member

into a role that would benefit the overall production. Upon

completion.of the audition and callback process, cast assign-

ments were announced.

Rehearsals for Grease were lengthy and exhausting. The

show was cast on Monday, June 15, providing ten available

work days for rehearsal. However, it should be noted that

rehearsals were also under way for Wait Until Dark and Black

Comedy. All music was learned by Saturday, June 20, thus

allowing five subsequent rehearsal times for staging, dancing,

and acting. A majority of rehearsal time was given to stag-

ing and choreographing the numerous musical production

numbers. As company members became increasingly tired,

rehearsals began slowing down. Therefore, it was necessary

to boost morale with variances from the daily routine.

Improvisational theatre games, periodic refreshment breaks,
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and late morning calls were implemented into the Grease

rehearsal schedule. By the day of the opening performance,

all musical numbers were completed, and a majority of the

scene work had been finished. However, no time had been

available for technical and costume run throughs. Thus,

company members rehearsed until make-up and costume calls

prior to the performance.

The June 25 opening of Grease received praise and

recognition from the "full-house" audience. This was

measured by audience reaction both during and after the per-

formance. Although lacking polish, especially in

transitional changes between scenes, the show was entertain-

ing, and the performers covered most production errors well.

Again, no reviews were given the opening night performance

in local newspapers. However, this did not negatively

affect audience size. Probably because of the popularity

of the show and the familiarity of the community audience

with the included musical numbers, audience sizes for all

three performances were very large.

Fiscal Accountability

The estimated expenses projected in the 1981 budget

submitted by the director to the Plano Independent School

District Board of Trustees in the proposal to reinstate the

program totaled $22,000.00 (4, p. 3). This figure represents

an increase of $2, 700.00 in projected spending based on the

i ;ri4 -1..:, ;t , <:. .=:a-._ - ... -:.Ye.',,i ,' ... ,.. .. . .. ,,.«.:-,s. ra... .,W..,- u:.;"." R4; kd ' F5NRS93 r.SiK+ anki _ _ - 6,w ,,.,w",.ua.. ,« _.r .. % - -
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1979 season (3, p. 3). The following is an itemization of

the estimated expenses as they appear in the proposal.

TABLE XII

PROPOSED EXPENDITURES
FOR THE 1981 SEASON*

Paid Staff:

Director
Business Manager
Technical Director
Musical Director
Costumi ere

$1, 500.00
1,500.00

600.00
400.00
400.00

Subtotal

Stipends

Materials;

Lumber, Paint
Costumes
Print ing/Publi city
Royalties/Scripts
Miscellaneous

$4,400.00

1,000.00

4,500.00
1,000.00

800.00
3,000.00

300.00

Subtotal

Utilities:

Electricity (based on electric
bill from June, 1979)

Total

6,600.00

10, 000.00

$22, 000.00

It should be rioted that $10,000.00 of this projected figure

would be granted by the school district as an in-kind service

for utilities expenses, primarily electricity. This reduced

the estimated total that the company would be accountable for

' v :,,...N.:.rv".:.:y.:,....,:,tetc>s. - n,:x. Y.,:.ras. .;tf .1*+:, .. - .- 
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to $12,000.00, a $2,700.00 increase above the proposed 1979

amount of $9,300.00.

To generate the necessary income, tickets would be sold.

Prices would be increased from those of the 1978 and 1979

seasons. Individual tickets would be sold separately at

$4.00 for the two plays and $5.00 for the musical comedy

(4, p. 3). These prices represent an increase from the $3.50

ticket sold previously for all shows. Season ticket packets

would be sold at $12.00, a $2.50 increase from the previous

summers. The packet would extend to the purchaser a $1.00

savings plus the convenience of acquiring tickets for all

three shows at once, choice theatre seating, and the

assurance of identical and familiar seating for each show.

According to the figures of projected income for the

summer season, a potential revenue of $16,320.00 existed,

based on 100% attendance of the two plays at $4.00 per person,

and a potential revenue of $10,200.00 existed, based on 100%

attendance of the musical production at $5.00 per person.

Together these would yield a total potential income of

$26,520.00. Based on a more realistic projection of 75%

attendance, a total potential income of $19,890.00 existed

(4, p. 4). Earned revenue based on 75% attendance would

more than adequately cover all incurred company deficits.

According to the summary financial statement recorded

by the business manager and submitted to the company director

;
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at the termination of the 198:

incurred by the company are ac

TAB

ACTUAL EXP
THE 19

Paid Staff:

Director
Business Manager
Technical Director
Musical Director
Cos tumiere

L season, the expenditures

follows.

LE XIII

3NDITURES FOR
3l SEASON*

$1,500.00
1, 500.00

600.00
400.00
400.00

Subtotal

Stipends

Materials:

Lumber, Paint
Costumes
Printing/Publi city
Royalties/Scripts
Miscellaneous

$4, 400.00

900.00

2,054.81
801.56
711.28

2,052.50
277.45

Subtotal

T tal

* (5)

5,897.60

$11,197.60

It should be noted that costume expense was absorbed by the

company during the 1981 season, unlike the 1978 and 1979

seasons when company members were responsible for all

costume purchases. The total amount of actual company

. ,..a.,.......,- - ..... ,

_ _ 
.
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expenditures totaled $11,197.60, remaining $802.40 below the

$12,000.00 figures in the proposed budget.

The actual income earned from box office receipts

totaled $10,195.00 (5). This figure represents the sale of

240 season ticket packets resulting in $2,880.00 and 1,601

individual tickets totaling $7,315.00. The total income from

box office receipts is $1,002.60 below the amount of actual

expenditures. However, the company did receive grant money

from two local sources totaling $5,400.00 (5) plus $196.50

in refreshment sales. Thus, the total income for the 1981

season was $15,791.50, yielding a net profit of $4,593.90

(5).

Listed on the following page is a summation of ticket

sales and box office receipts per performance for the 1981

season as documented by the business manager (5). (See

Table XIV, page 152.) It should be noted that the 1981

season saw an increase in sales from the 1979 season by 50

season ticket packets. However, the 1981 season saw a

decrease in the sale of individual tickets, as 551 less were

sold. It should also be noted that the popular musical

comedy attracted larger audiences that the two plays combined.

Also of interest is the fact that Saturday night performances

drew larger crowds.

In conclusion, the summary financial statement for the

1981 season includes the following information:

...
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(1) Proposed expenditures: $12,000.00.

(2) Actual expenditures; $11,197.60.

(3) Under proposed budget: $802.40.

(4) Actual income: $15,791.50.

(5) Community reach: 2,321.

(6) Remaining profit: $4,593.90.

Evaluations and Recommendations

The June 1981 season continued the establishment of a

positive theatre environment for Plano community high school

students. Conclusions dra n from the 1979 season were again

obvious. By the end of the 1981 season, the Plano community

had accepted The Park Boulevard Players as a reputable

theatre performance group. Financial backing was extended

the company through grants from major community civic support

groups. Community response resulted in growing acceptance

and faith in the talent, maturity, and tenacity of high school

students in such a professionally-oriented company.

Educational enrichment was again observed as being a

major result of the comapy. Involved students displayed

growth in all areas of theatre production. Students were

given opportunities of exploration and participation in

diverse areas during the concentrated period of time. Recog-

nition of individual strengths, potentials, weaknesses, and

limitations was encouraged, along with vocational and

avocational possibilities. It is evident from the number of
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auditioning students from the community, as well as the

number of returning participants, that there is existing

need and desire for such a program.

The 1981 season was solidly based on the 1978 and 1979

seasons. Therefore, a degree of confidence existed in terms

of both company organization and management. Staff planning

time was spent in renovating and polishing known practices

based on those successful program employments from previous

seasons, resulting in maximization of efficiency. Involved

company members were confidently concerned with assigned

tasks without worry of the desired outcome as similar prac-

tices had already been proven successful.

The establishment of a closer working relationship

between the director and business manager proved an effective

employment in company policy. A system of "checks and

balances" resulted, extending greater efficiency to management

related areas. This also relieved the director of many

responsibilities, thereby allowing additional time for artis-

tic programming.

The company again produced three successful productions

in terms of audience viewing and received box office income.

Based on the summary financial statement (5) and other

gathered data, the following conclusions can be drawn as

recommendations for strengthening The Park Boulevard Players:

(1) Ticket prices should remain the same.
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(2) Greater emphasis should be placed on the advantages
of season ticket packets.

(3) Commercially known shows should continue to be
produced.

(4) A maximum of one musical comedy should be produced
within the limited time schedule to ensure
efficient program scheduling.

(5) A recruitment program should be initiated to enlist
more interest among former Plano Senior High School
students presently enrolled in college theatre
programs.

(6) Adult performers should continue to be utilized
in productions on a minimal level to lend addi-
tional credibility and educational exposure for
younger members.

(7) Targeted promotional advertising campaigns should
be continued.

(8) Financial supports, including local and state
funding sources, should be explored and secured.

(9) More community involvement should be secured for
promotional and marketing support.
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CHAPTER V

CONCLUSION

The establishment of The Park Boulevard Players during

the spring of 1978 and program continuation in both 1979

and 1981 resulted in a positive innovation in educational and

professional theatre. This thesis has accurately illustrated

the concept:Lon, implementation, and development of the pro-

gram as an extension of the Plano Independent School District

theatre arts curriculum, serving both involved students and

Plano community citizens.

The Park Boulevard Players was founded upon educational,

artistic, and performance needs and desires of students

within the Plano community. The program was rooted within

the philosophical framework of the existing curriculum guide,

providing a concentrated time of exploration and practice in

all mentioned areas of theatre related activities. This

concentration offered high school students laboratory

experiences in a professionally oriented theatre environment,

supplementing and reinforcing curriculum objectives. It

provided both vocational and avocational perspectives other-

wise unafforded.

Fundamental to the establishment of such a program was

the belief that high school students, when given the

157
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opportunity, were capable of producing productions for commu-

nity viewing. Data recorded in this thesis supports this

belief.

It is hoped that similar programming will begin in other

school districts in order to give more inclusive theatre

training to those high school students possessing theatre

aspirations. This thesis will serve as a resourceful guide

for such program implementations.



APPENDIX A

1978 Season Proposal

Proposed Summer Theatre Repertory Company

Introduction

I would like to bring to your attention a proposal for
an annual summer theatre repertory company commencing the

summer of 1978. The purpose of this company is to provide
four weeks of professional theatrical entertainment for the
Plano community. This company would receive direction in
all phases of good theatre practice such as acting, move-
ment, and voice, as well as technical aspects of theatre.

Such a company would be an asset to the existing drama
curriculum. To begin with, summer is an ideal time for a
theatre program because it presents to the average student
a block of time which he can fully devote to creativity and
self-expression. He is not weighted down with academic
stresses and is often looking for such outlets as a theatre
program would provide. It would also allow students from
all Plano high schools to work together in a creative
atmosphere with a common goal Finally, such a program
would utilize the outstanding high school facility. It
would afford all interested students the opportunity to work
and learn in such a unique environment.

Explanation of Program

Name of Corpany

Since the immediate access to the performing arts
building is Park Boulevard, and the name "players" is a
traditional theatre name, the summer repertory company will

thus be called The Park Boulevard Players of Plano.

Facility

The home of the summer repertory company will be the

Plano Senior High School Performing Arts Theatre utilizing
all dressing rooms and shop areas as well as classrooms to
be used as rehearsal rooms.

159
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The Company

The company will consist of approximately thirty
members. Those eligible for company membership are
students currently enrolled in a Plano High School,
Plano High School graduates, and citizens from the Plano
community. Leading the company will be an administrative
production staff.

The administrative production staff will include the
following:

Director

The director will be in charge of all staging and
directing of all productions, as well as company activities.
He will oversee and act as consultant for other staff
members, remaining the overall company director. It will
be his responsibility to select the company as well as the
administrative production staff.

Technical Director

The technical director will work under the director,
taking charge of all aspects of tech theatre for all
productions. These will include design and construction of
all stage sets, scenery, properties, lights, and sound.

Musical Director

The musical director will work under the director,
teaching and conducting all musical numbers called for in
all shows including chorus, solo, and instrumental.

Costumiere

The costumiere will work under the director, designing
and heading up the making of all garments to be worn by the
actors during the three productions.

Business Manager

The business manager will work under the director,
serving as receptionist, reservationist, publicity agent,
ticket agent, and bookkeeper.

Admittance into the summer repertory company will be
based on audition and/or personal interview by the director.
Conferences will be held with parents in regard to admittance
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in order to make the parents fully aware of all facets of
the program.

In order for the administrative production staff to
thoroughly prepare for the upcoming season, the company
must be selected no later than the last week in April.

Show Selections

The summer repertory company will produce a comedy, a
drama, and a musical. These three shows will be selected
by the director based on the qualifications, talents, and
needs of the company.

Company Work Schedule

The company work schedule for the summer of 1978 will
begin Monday, June 5, with performances on Thursday, Friday,
and Saturday of the second, third, and fourth weeks of
June concluding on Saturday, July 1.

The company will work a ten-hour day from 10:00 a.m.
until 1a00 p.m., 2:00 p.m. until 5:00 p.m., and 7:00 p.m.
until 11:00 p.m.

During the month of May the administrative production
staff will begin reading and researching plays, designing
and planning sets, costumes, and lighting, along with a
publicity campaign and ticket promotion.

Funding

The following is a proposed budget for the 1978 season:

Proposed Expendi tures

Paid Staff:
Director $1,200.00
Technical Director 600.00
Musical Director 200.00
Costumiere 400.00
Business Manager 400.00

Subtotal $2,800.00



Materials:
Lumber
Fabric
Paint
Printing
Royalties
Scripts
Mis cellaneous

Subtotal

$2, 200.00
400.00
400.00
500.00

1,500.00
60.00

1, 000 .00
$6,060.00

Utilities:
Electricity (based on
electric bill from
June, 1977

Total Expenditures

7,000.00

$15, 860 .00

The following is an estimated income for the 1978
season:

Based on 100% attendance at $3.50 per person $18,900.00

Based on 75% attendance at $3.50 per person $14,175.00

Conclusion

The summer repertory company will be an asset to the
existing fine arts programs in the Plano community. It
will afford students from all high schools an opportunity
to work in a combined, concentrated effort with college
theatre students and semi-professionals from the community.
Being a continuing program, this company will have a positive
impact on theatre students. This is something very few
students have the opportunity to take advantage of. Not
only will this develop a professional attitude among
students, but it will allow them a professional theatrical
experience.

A high school summer repertory company is an original
concept conceived in Plano and having great potential for
future success and growth.

Respectfully submitted,

John Steele
Theatre Instructor
Plano Senior High School
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APPENDIX B

Account Charged:

Budget Category:

Regn'd. by:

Vendor:

PARK BOULEVARD PLAYERS
Purchase Requisition

Date: 19

Quantity Description Unit Price Amt.

Company Director:

Business Manager:

Date: 19

Req. #
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APPENDIX C

PARK BOULEVARD PLAYERS

Application

NAME: D.O.B. AGE
Last First Middle

STAGE NAME:

HOME ADDRESS
Street City Zip

HOME PHONE:

If under 18 years of age, list parent/guardian.

NAME:

EMPLOYER:

BUSINESS PHONE:

PERSONAL DATA:

HEIGHT: WEIGHT:

List any medical condition you have (such as diabetes,
asthma, epilepsy, etc.).

Write a brief explanation of why you wish to be a member of
this summer repertory company.
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NAME OF APPLICANT:

THEATRICAL TRAINING:

NAME OF SCHOOL

NAME OF COLLEGE

PROFESSIONAL

NAME OF SCHOOL!
STUDIO

ACTING EXPERIENCE:
necessary.)

PLAY TITLE.

COURSE TITLE

COURSE TITLE

COURSE TITLE

YEAR

YEAR,

YEAR

(Continue on back of this

ROLE

INSTRUCTOR

INSTRUCTOR

INSTRUCTOR

sheet, if

YEAR

mh9w9xw.9w
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NAME OF APPLICANT:

DIRECTING EXPERIENCE: (Continue on back of this sheet, if
necessary .)

PLAY TITLE LOCATION YEAR

Check the following areas in which you have gained knowledge
and experience. Give a brief explanation.

SET DESIGN

SET CONSTRUCTION

COSTUME DESIGN

COSTUME CONSTRUCTION

MAKE-UP

LIGHTING

ARTISTIC PAINTING

SOUND

SINGING (Indicate soprano, second soprano, alto, tenor,
baritone, bass.)

DANCING (Indicate jazz, ballet, tap, modern.)
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NAME OF APPLICANT:

MUSICAL INSTRUMENT

OTHER

Date Signature of applicant

------ ---------------------- ---------------------- ,- -

(Director' s Notes)
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APPENDIX D

Acceptance Letter for Company Membership

April 22, 1978

Our sincere appreciation for your application. You

have been chosen to be a member in the company of The Park

Boulevard Players for the 1978 season.

Plans have already been initiated by the administrative

staff to insure a high standard of professionalism. The
78 season will consist of the following shows:

The Misanthrope by Moliere

Butterflies Are Free by Leonard Gershe

The Robber Bridegroom by Alfred Uhry and Robert Waldman

Auditions must be held for the season premiere of The
Misanthrope. You are to report to the Performing Arts
theatre on Saturday, May 13, at

Enclosed is your contract which must be signed and
returned no later than May 1, 1978, to insure your company
membership. The first full company meeting will begin
Monday, June 5, at 10:00 a.m.

We are looking forward to our working together.

Sincerely,

John Steele
Director
Park Boulevard Players
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APPENDIX E

Rejection Letter for Company Membership

April 22, 1978

Thank you for your interest in The Park Boulevard

Players. At the present time, your application has been

filed for future reference. Our decision was based on
the overall balance of age and talent needed for our

summer repertory company which had to be limited in
number.

We encourage you to continue your interest and study

of the theatre realizing your potential in the performing
arts.

Sincerely,

John Steele,
Director
The Park Boulevard Players
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APPENDIX F

PARK BOULEVARD PLAYERS

Contract

The signature/s below insures my membership in The
Park Boulevard Players of Plano which will run from
Junt 5, 1978, through July 1, 1978. As a company member,
I will become responsible for complying with all rules and
regulations of a summer repertory theatre. At no time
will the School or directors of this company be held
accountable for any accidents that might occur during
the 1978 season.

Date:

Company member's signature:

Parent/Guardian Signature
if member is under 18 years:
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APPENDIX G

PARK BOULEVARD PLAYERS
Plano, Texas

APPLICATION FOR STIPEND

1981 Summer Season

To Be Awarded:

Eligibility:

Limited stipends for company members in need
of financial assistance.

Graduated high school students from Plano
Senior High School and returning college
students.

Complete the following:

NAME

ADDRESS_
(Street)

PHONE

(City) (Zip)

NAME OF PARENTS OR GUARDIANS

ADDRESS/TELEPHONE

PHONE

SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER

Attach the following:

1. A brief personal narrative which includes:
A. Reason for applying for this stipend.
B. Brief history of theatre activities.
C. Statement of goals for this season.
D. Description of financial circumstances.

2. Character References: Attach two (2) letters of

personal recommendation from adults in the
community who are not related to applicant.

IMPORTANT:

RETURN TO:

Deadline: May 11, 1981

Mr. Steele or Mrs. Wellman
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APPENDIX H

Staff Contract

PARK BOULEVARD PLAYERS

STAFF

NAME:
Last

ADDRESS:
Store

HOME PHONE

SOCIAL SECURITY #

POSITION:

19 SEASON

First Middle

City

SALARY:

APPROVED:

Director 'Is Signature

Business Manager's Signature
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Zip

Signature of Staff Member

"
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APPENDIX I

PARK BOULEVARD PLAYERS COMPANY RULES

1. All company members are expected to be punctual for all
calls. Tardies and absences are not tolerated. In the
event of an emergency, the company member should call in
and explain the deterring circumstances.

2. All company members are expected to check the "call

board" at the beginning of each session in order to
remain informed of all pertinent company business.
The "call board" also affords company members a link of
communication with each other.

3. Those company members who drive are expected to park
their cars in the student parking lot east of the
theatre building. The stage receiving entrance and
parking area is reserved for staff.

4. Those company members who smoke are allowed to do so
only on the back porch of the theatre building.
Receptacles are provided for cigarette butts. Smoking
is prohibited in any other location.

5. All company members are expected to conduct themselves
according to the guidelines and policies of good
citizenship set forth by the Plano Independent School
District Board of Trustees.

6. All company members are expected to help maintain a
clean and orderly facility in which to work.

7. All company members are expected to work in the scene or
costume shop unless their presence is required in the
box office, rehearsal, or elsewhere.

8. Those company members required in rehearsals, box office,
or other areas are expected to report to the scene shop
immediately when released.

9. All company members will be released by the technical
director at the end of each activity session. No one
will be dismissed until all work areas are cleaned and
all tools, supplies, and equipment are returned to their
proper places for storage and safekeeping.
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10. All company members are expected to become familiar with
and adhere to all safety precautions and procedures in
all stage and shop areas. Company members will receive
such safety instruction from the directors prior to any
company involvement.

11. All company members are expected to become familiar with
and adhere to correct and safe usage of all stage and
shop equipment with which they will be working. Company
members will receive instruction from the directors
based on individual need.

12. All company members will be given organized rest breaks
throughout the work day by the directors as needed.

13. All company members are expected to dress appropriately
for shop work, rehearsal, and box office work. Closed
toe shoes are required at all times. It is suggested
that company members have appropriate clothing on hand
for any activity called during the work day.

14. Only company members are allowed in the shop and stage
areas. Visiting friends and family members are welcome
in these areas only with the permission of the company
directors.

15. All cast members are expected to be off scripts promptly,
be responsible for all issued rehearsal clothes and
costumes and be accountable for all required "homework."
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